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ABSTRACT
MEASURING SUCCESS IN UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS: A CASE STUDY AT THE
JURICA SUCHY NATURE MUSEUM

Rachel Drochter, MA.
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Kendall Thu, Director

This thesis is based on an anthropological field study of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum
(JSNM). This project examines how internal and external pressures have impacted university
museums and how they are responding to this change. As public and university museums
become more visitor centered, traditional methods for measuring success are being replaced with
new and more holistic methods that better encapsulate the 21st century museum’s distinctive
impact and position within its community. By using the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum as a case
study, this thesis will examine some of the complex pressures felt by university museums and
their parent institutions, demonstrate how success indicators can be extrapolated using
anthropological methods and museological theory, and give recommendations for university
museum-specific metrics to measure their own unique success. This assessment is important
because it provides an opportunity for a museum to reflect on its current position as a cultural
resource, identify potential problems hampering the realization of the museum’s mission, and
create viable and realistic plans for change to better meet the needs of both the university and
community.

The background section of this paper presents a historical overview of museum theory
and practice, considers how museums have changed, and evaluates what role modern museums
play in their communities. Methods used in this project follow the principles of a focused
ethnography utilizing applied anthropology and participatory action research and illuminate
stakeholder perceptions of museum success by learning what critical issues and pressures
stakeholders are facing. Data analysis was performed to identify the museum’s current position
within the community, perceptions of stakeholders, and contextualize this data within broader
themes affecting the success of museums in the twenty-first century. Chapter Four reviews this
project’s results section which discusses how science teaching agendas, museum value and
impact, resource accessibility for teachers, and the museum’s operational priorities impact
success at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. Results illuminate externally directed indicators of
success for the museum and the Museum’s struggle to strike balance between object centered
initiatives and visitor centered objectives. Evidenced by my findings at the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum, I suggest the following metrics of success put forth by museum scholar Maxwell
Anderson to be utilized to gain a better understanding of the overall health of a Jurica Suchy
Nature Museum, as well as other university museums:







Quality of experience
Fulfillment of educational mandate
Institutional reputation
Standards of governance
Scope and quality of collection
Contributions to parent institution
These metrics of success highlight the university museum’s more contemporary, dual role

to community and university and allow them to gauge institutional success not only by its

traditional purpose of alignment with departmental curriculum but also gives value to its ability
to further the university’s mission and be value educational resource for non campus visitors and
other disciplines. The successful university museum seeks methods of self reflection by blurring
the lines of external stakeholders versus internal stakeholders, by bringing their audience inside
and taking the museum outside and in so doing discovers its unique purpose and connection to its
community. The successful university museum defines its mission through the creative and
sustainable connections it makes with its community and by constantly striving for the best
version of itself. Success at the university museums is not and should not be based on static and
rudimentary metrics of success but on its ability to listen and connect to its community. This
paper concludes with a list of action items proposed by the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum Staff
and Board based on this research, limitations of my study, and recommendations for future
research.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This thesis is based on an anthropological field study of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum
(JSNM). The project discusses historical and contemporary issues impacting public and
university museums across America and how museums are responding to change. Traditional
metrics based on quantitative data like visitor and membership numbers, which have been used
for many years to apply for funding and satisfy museum constituents, are being reevaluated as
museums become more visitor centered and seek new ways to measure their complex impact on
education and public good (Anderson, 2004). Now, with a better understanding of role and
purpose, the 21st century museum sees success through the connections it makes with its
community and seeks a more holistic method for diagnosing overall success. Museum theorists
and scholars like Maxwell Anderson (2004), Nina Simon (2010) and Stephen Weil (1999) are
introducing new principles and methods that better encapsulate a museum’s distinctive impact
and role in its community.
The goal of this project is to demonstrate how museum scholars can illuminate the factors
that impact a museum’s success and use these insights to create realistic and viable actions to
benefit a museum’s future. University museums in the US are undergoing a massive reevaluation
of purpose within academia, and given the duality in their role and recent educational reforms,
there is a growing need for metrics of success specific to university museums. By using the
Jurica Suchy Nature Museum as a case study, this thesis will examine some of the complex
pressures felt by university museums and their parent institutions, demonstrate how success
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indicators can be extrapolated using anthropological methods and museological theory, and give
recommendations for university museum-specific metrics to measure their own unique success.
Steps taken to achieve these project goals are as follows: (1) document how all
stakeholders within the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum perceive the museum and conceptualize
the museum’s community; (2) assess current internal and external factors affecting museum
operations; and (3) make recommendations for specific metrics to be used to understand overall
health of university museums. This assessment is important because it provides an opportunity
for a museum to reflect on its current position as a cultural resource, identify potential problems
hampering the realization of the museum’s mission, and create viable and realistic plans for
change to better meet the needs of both the university and community. This project’s
methodological approach facilitates a place for open dialogue among museum stakeholders about
critical issues, and how these issues relate to the core mission of a museum. By examining the
relationship between critical issues, pressures felt by the museum’s stakeholders, and perceived
levels of success within different facets of museum operations, the museum staff and Board will
able to generate more realistic goals and set priorities to increase the museum’s success. This
project is designed to be used as a tool of assessment to guide museums in identifying indicators
of success and using these to make decisions and plans that are responsive to the people they
serve.
The background section of this paper presents a historical overview of museum theory
and practice, considers how museums have changed, and evaluates what role modern museums
play in their communities. This section reviews the professionalization of museum practice, how
political and economic pressures have impacted museum purpose, and the dual role academic
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museums play in public life and education. It includes a discussion of how museums have
adapted to social change by creating new methodologies for measuring institutional success and
impact, in light of ever-changing internal and external pressures. Museum literature is also
reviewed for discussions of how museums measure success through performance based
evaluation and strategic planning. Pressures for funding, the need to legitimize impact and an
ever-changing visitor base have left many museums dependent on extracting the most easily
quantifiable data, while ignoring more insightful indicators of overall health. This literature
discusses the pit falls of depending solely on factors such as attendance numbers and blockbuster
exhibit revenue to gauge success and tries to offer more holistic solutions to diagnosing the
overall health of a cultural institution. The background section concludes with an ethnographic
overview of the field site for this study, the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. It summarizes the
museum’s founding, the history of its collection, current operational organization, visitor and
donor statistics, and preliminary questions and insights that prompted this project.
The methods section of this paper discusses how data was collected for this project.
Methods used in this project follow the principles of a focused ethnography utilizing applied
anthropology and participatory action research. This chapter summarizes the development of my
hypotheses and research questions through preliminary observations and participation. It also
discusses methods for creating the project design, developing interview and program evaluation
questions, and performing participant interviews. Through participant observation, interviews
and program evaluation, I was able to illuminate stakeholder perceptions of museum success by
learning what critical issues and pressures stakeholders are facing.
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Rapid assessment and triangulation were used as methods of data analysis. These
methods of analysis were used to identify the museum’s current position within the community,
perceptions of stakeholders, and contextualize these data within broader themes affecting the
success of museums in the twenty-first century. By using the principles of the S.W.O.T. analysis,
themes illuminated by stakeholder responses lent ideas related to the museum’s role and purpose.
By comparing and contrasting these themes to the position of the stakeholder, ideas related to
what success looks like for the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum became more apparent. Lastly, the
methods section discusses how these data were presented to the Museum Staff and Board and
used to open dialogue between stakeholders to formulate ideas for points of action to increase
operational success.
Chapter Four reviews this project’s results and discussion. There were four major themes
that dominated participant response in observations, interviews and program evaluations. The
results and discussion section illuminates how science curriculum agendas, museum value and
impact, resource accessibility for teachers, and the museum’s operational priorities impact
success at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. Project results and findings contextualize these
themes within broader issues facing museums in the 21st century, most notably how political and
economic pressures have impacted museum purpose and the dual role academic museums play in
public life and education. This section also includes a discussion on the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum’s changing role in their community and a need for more self specific metrics for
measuring their specific health and success.
Findings illuminate a correlation between and the Museum’s success, and the Museum’s
relationship with Benedictine University’s Science Department. Participants describe a changing
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in curriculum agenda within the Science Department when discussing pressures impacting the
Museum’s success. Participants within the Museum and Science Department believe that the
current disjointed science curriculum between the Museum and the Science Department is the
reason for lack of Department faculty use of the Museum. Ideas related to science curriculum
agendas are also present when participants talk about the Museum’s relationship with elementary
school educators. Museum success is often talked about in association with relationships outside
the Science Department and outside of the University. For the Museum, being intimately
connected to the Science Department is not perceived as a success indicator for the Museum.
Success for the museum is associated with its ability to respond to changes in science education
and finding a more relevant and sustainable audience in early education settings off campus.
The second theme focuses on the idea that the museum has value and impact. Internal
and external stakeholders discussed success for the museum by describing the supportive role it
plays as a public relations and marketing tool for the University within the community at large,
by impacting student retention and enrollment and creating professional development
opportunities for students. These intangible measurements of success are seen as valuable to all
stakeholders associated with the museum. A third theme which dominated participant perception
was the idea that the Museum was an educational resource. All stakeholders in this project saw
the museum as a valuable resource to elementary level educators. Success for the museum is
meeting the needs and desires of the local elementary educators. Teachers use the museum’s
resources to supplement curriculum and believe that the museum improves lesson retention. The
last theme, which refers to operational success of the Museum, was frequently discussed within
the context of financial pressures felt by the Museum, the Science Department and local
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educators. Success for the museum is perceived in association with its ability to financially take
care of the collection, develop new exhibits and their Discovery Box Program and have
collection storage accessibility for researchers. Results illuminate the pressure for the Museum to
strike an operational balance between object centered initiatives and visitor centered objectives.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND LITERATURE

According to a 2014 Issue Brief by the Office of Museum Services within the Institute of
Museums and Library Services, the United States has over 35,000 museums that attract more
than one billion visitors annually and hold millions of objects, artifacts, and living specimens in
the fields of art, history, science, and specialized disciplines
(http://www.americansforthearts.org/sites/default/files/pdf/2014/events/AAD/congressional_han
dbook/OMS2014_FINAL.pdf). According to the American Alliance of Museums, more than
one-third (37 percent) of these museums are always free to the public, and more than 97 percent
of the rest offer discounts, special fee schedules, or free admission days . Museums in America
receive approximately 850 million visits each year and spend over two billion dollars on
education initiatives for the public. The educational influence of museums and cultural
institutions is becoming increasingly formalized, especially as they develop intensive museumschool partnerships. Museums spend more two billion dollars on educational programming, of
which two-third goes to k-12 students. Museum spend approximately eighteen million hours on
student fieldtrips, school outreach programs, professional development for teachers, and co-
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writing curriculum with educators and welcome about 55 million visits from student groups each
year (http://www.aam-us.org/about-museums/museum-facts, 2014). This commitment to
education has not always been at the forefront of museums’ missions. Contemporary museum
practice and purpose has been strongly impacted by 19th and 20th century social and educational
reform. Success for museums is entirely different in the 21st century compared to the past. The
most important role the museum plays in its community today is in striving to be an essential
player in public education (Falk and Dierking 2013:316). In pioneering new initiatives that make
them essential resources for public education, today’s museums are more responsive to their
community than ever before.

A Brief History of Museology: Theory and Practice

Museums as cultural institutions have seen great change since the seventeenth and
eighteenth century. Museums have been greatly impacted by social and political change over the
last few centuries. In the seventeenth and eighteenth century, museums were established by the
most politically or financially powerful, their primary purpose was to be repositories for what
was perceived to be the most significant world treasures, and they were by no means public
spaces (Abt, 2006). Although this trend continued into the nineteenth century as museums in the
United States continued collecting the world’s natural and cultural diversity, museums became
more publically accessible. The transformation to a more public forum was highly influenced by
social reform taking place in the United States. As anthropologists like Lewis Henry Morgan
tried to grapple with cultural differences around the world, social science theories related to
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technology and cultural evolution greatly influenced the hierarchical scheme of organization and
categorization of material culture in museums (Barnard, 2000). Objects and artifacts from
cultures around the world were to be preserved under the premise of salvage ethnology or the
belief that less technologically advanced people and their cultures would eventually go extinct
and therefore needed to be collected and preserved for future generations. Nineteenth century
museums, much like social science theories of the time, were rooted in the idea that an objective,
unchanging truth about the world and those who lived it could be attained and displayed through
exhibition. This is reflexively referred to by museum studies theorists like Peter Vergo, as the
“old” museology (Vergo, 1989). According to this principle, museums and staff members were
stewards of objects and their role was to collect and preserve. Museums during this time became
warehouses of millions of anthropological, geological and biological artifacts that documented
earth’s diverse life. This museum practice continued up until the second half of the twentieth
century as museum missions continued to be product led and the majority of the staff were
curators and conservation specialists.
Social theories took on more post-modern perspectives in the last quarter of the twentieth
century in that they began to embrace the idea of subjective meaning in interpretation and began
a critical critique of Western hegemonic ideas that had dominated social theory. In this same
vein, museums began to deconstruct the theoretical principles of traditional museum practice and
purpose. This reevaluation was introduced by museum studies scholar, Peter Vergo in 1989 with
his groundbreaking book of essays called, The New Museology. Vergo introduced the “new”
museology in contrast with the “old” museology by remarking that the “old” museology was too
concerned with methodology and neglected the overall purpose of museums (1989). Vergo
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remarked that museums deal with a certain ambiguity when it comes to the complexity of their
purpose and utility in that they teach, entertain, and reflect on countless aspects of culture and
learning. Because of the complexity of these responsibilities, museum studies research and
practice needed to shift beyond how museums become educational resources to a more
theoretical question of purpose and how museums operate as agents for social change (Message,
2006). This new paradigm highlighted how museums are a kind of living thing that changes and
is always being impacted by internal and external pressures. Unlike the old paradigm that saw
museums and their objects as fixed and never changing, “new” museology seeks to understand
the meaning of objects as contextualized in larger themes and how objects interacted with the
notion of narrative (Vergo, 1989). “New” museology is also interested in examining how
museums were impacted by capitalism and changing economic and political contexts in which
they operate (Mason, 2006:22). Lastly, “new” museology emphasizes the visitor experience and
perception of exhibitions. The paradigm shift from “old” museology to “new” allows museum
studies scholars to see museums, their objects, and the visitor experience as contextual and
subjective.
As museum scholars began reexamining the ideas of objectivity and subjectivity,
questions of representation in museums began to arise (Mason, 2006). Research under the “new”
museology was highly influenced by philosopher Michel Foucault and his theories on power and
knowledge. Research in museum studies began to focus on how meaning is created, who is
creating it, how power and knowledge is related and how certain meaning becomes the objective
meaning (Foucault, 1977). Foucault’s notion on how knowledge is inherently political, and how
it is created, disseminated and becomes a part of the public discourse significantly influenced
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museum studies research (Mason, 2006:23). Like new social theory of this time, museums
began to examine how the idea of representation reflected wider political concerns of social
inequality. Museum studies research began to focus on how the historic colonial and
imperialistic attitudes of the West were being perpetuated in museum exhibits. As a result, a
flurry of research began to be produced based on the deconstruction of exhibits and curatorial
practices around theoretical topics like museum purpose, social service, politics of identity,
accessibility, and the exclusion of traditionally marginalized groups of people (Message, 2006).
Theories based on the “new” museology sought to understand the relationship between cultural
institutions and the public to examine how people understand social and cultural challenges of
the past, present, and future. Museum practices began to develop ways of representing
collections and histories that were both informative and more reflective of the diversity in
community and cultural trends. Museum literature under this post-modernism paradigm focused
on the traditional role of museums as educational institutions, but through a subjective lens
influenced by civic society in local and national policy. In her article, “Meeting the Challenges
of the Future: Museums and the Public Good,” Kylie Message writes that museums take on
many roles in today’s society and much of the current museum research has been developed out
of a commitment to social service and public policy in education and public engagement on a
local and global level (2006). “Museums are identified as sites of organized education that
contribute to ideas privileged by the national good, as articulated through social policy directives
such as multiculturalism” (ibid, 2006: 6). Museums seek to develop diverse partnerships with
governments so that they may facilitate community development through outreach programs and
encourage increased participation through public education. These initiatives highlight the role
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museums now play as educators and activists for social inclusion and increased audience
accessibility.
The emphasis on education as a primary role of American museums was strongly
influenced by museum professionals and museum associations like the American Alliance of
Museums, formally known as the American Association of Museums (AAM). In the post-World
War II period, museums pushed to legitimize connections between professional research and
public education (Message, 2006). One of the most famous and influential museum publications
in support of this idea was, “America’s Museums: The Belmont Report” published in 1969 by
AAM (Robbins, 1969). This paper was originally prepared by the Federal Councils on Arts and
Humanities in response to growing financial concerns for American museums by the National
Endowment of the Arts. In 1967, President Johnson requested this report be prepared to assess
the current conditions and needs of six thousand museums in the United States. In response, The
Belmont Report emphasized the need for increased federal funding for museums by illustrating
how cultural institutions across the country play an essential role as stewards of American
heritage and as invaluable sources of public service and education (Robbins, 1969). Since this
report, American museums have increasingly put the role of public education at the forefront of
their missions to better meet the needs of communities, expand public services and legitimize
their need and right to continued support.
Today, museums are turning outward to their communities and developing a new vision
that is based on public accessibility, service and education. American museum theorist Stephen
Weil argues that the major ideological shift in the purpose of American museums as an
institution based on public service and education can be traced to the 1970s (Weil, 2002). At this
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time, funding agencies changed eligibility requirements based on how well a museum could
prove they served the community and its development. Stemming from this movement, the
Museum Services Act was passed in 1977. This legislation would also influence the
establishment of the Institute for Museum and Library Service (IMLS) in 1996. The IMLS
would later become the primary federally funded grant agency for museums and libraries in
support of life-long learning initiatives. The mission of the IMLS is to “to inspire libraries and
museums to advance innovation, lifelong learning, and cultural and civic engagement. We
provide leadership through research, policy development, and grant making.”
(http://www.imls.gov/about/issues.aspx, 2015). Although grants for conservation and curatorial
efforts are still a major focus of grant agencies like IMLS, equal emphasis is now placed on
education, accessibility for traditionally excluded audiences, and local community projects
(Black, 2005).
Today, the goal of museums is to educate and support the community by being reflective
of and responsive to cultural trends and issues. Since the mid-twentieth century, many museums
have become agents for social change and economic and public policy reform. Since museums
today must demonstrate educational value and public service in order to receive funding, it has
required many of them to more closely examine what they are contributing to civic society. For
example, new standards in public education related to science and standardized testing brought
on by the No Child Left Behind legislation has forced museums to reassess the way in which
science is presented. In the eyes of public education, funding institutions and government
policies, it is not enough for museums to provide an enjoyable and inspiring experience; learning
must now be measured by standardized testing (Black, 2012: 128). Because of this, museums
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often tailor educational programs to state and local curriculum standards in subjects including
math, science, art, literacy, language arts, history, and social studies
http://www.americansforthearts.org/sites/default/files/pdf/2014/events/AAD/congressional_hand
book/OMS2014_FINAL.pdf, 2014). Although policy has come a long way in embracing
museums as educational hubs, the issue that remains is whether these ambitions can be delivered
in practice (Black, 2005: 125). There are demands on cultural institutions to continue their
traditional role of object centered preservation but also to be progressive in public service and
education.
Museums in America today continue to be influenced by an ever growing sense of
consumerism and globalization (Lord and Markert, 2007). The corporatization and business
minded planning being seen in cultural institutions today is indicative of a museum’s complex
responsibility to communities, a growing competition to survive in the cultural tourism market
and most profoundly, an increasing need for outside funding (Macdonald, 2006). Museum
purpose is being shaped by these external pressures. Private foundations support new museum
programs that attract diverse audiences, not being put towards collections care which is seen as
operational. Corporate stakeholders want proof that museums are using funds to secure large
audiences and increasing visibility to the corporation (King, 2001). To this end, museums are
placing more corporate business leaders on their board as they deal with these new demands and
ever increasing cost of operations. Many museums are also trying to increase revenue by
constructing major building expansions, depending on blockbuster exhibitions and events, and
developing national and international museum branding (Lord and Markert, 2007). This shift in
object centered agendas to those more focused on the visitor has resulted in the rapid growth of
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museum specializations like fundraising, marketing, retail and food services, and space rental
(Lord and Markert, 2007). According to the American Alliance of Museums, museums in this
country contribute approximately $21 billion to the economy, employ over 400,000 people, and
account for 78% of all leisure travel in the United States (http://www.aam-us.org/aboutmuseums/museum-facts, 2014). Today, museums increasingly play a more supportive role in the
tourism economy for their communities by focusing more heavily on practices that target
revenue streams and more diverse audiences. In this way, museums are giving back to their
community economically while also legitimizing their role and purpose by enhancing the
services they provide for the public. Given the complexity of economic and cultural pressures
museums face today, it is no surprise that visitor studies has become a focal point for museum
research and practice.
Visitor centered cultural studies in museums began in the mid-twentieth century and was
spearheaded by museum professionals in Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom (Black,
2005). In the United States, the growth of visitor studies began in the 1990s with the
establishment of museum professional committees like the Committee for Audience Research
and Evaluation (CARE) and the Visitor Studies Association through the American Alliance of
Museums (Black, 2005). According to Graham Black, museums need to respond to their
communities in a way that makes them partners in their missions. Audience centered approaches
should take into account the “personal context of the visitor and the holistic nature of the
museum visit” (2005:3). This approach should include a commitment to being knowledgeable
about the museum environment internally and externally, the identity of their visitors, and the
obstacles that sustain non-visitors. “If the museum profession is to talk about purpose in the
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twenty-first century, the focus must be on audiences and the role of the museum in society”
(Black, 2005: 3). Today, museum missions are changing to be more reflective of the community
in which they operate. Today’s visitors are better educated than ever before and technological
advances like the internet have made information more easily accessible and visitors are more
informed. According to Black, young people under 35 are more demanding of an active,
individual experience when they go to museums (2005: 38). When learning, people want to see
themselves reflected in the content of the exhibit. Marketing for museums today is expensive
and museum visitors expect high production value in their visit (King, 2001). There is now a
demand from visitors who want to move beyond interaction with museum collections to seeing
contemporary issues affecting them in museum programming (Black, 2005). For example, when
a person visits a natural history museum, they don’t want to just learn about biodiversity, but
they want the museum to raise ethical and moral questions regarding conservation and
environmental stewardship. It is not just public museums that have been shaped by these
economic and social pressures. University museums have their own history that has been
especially challenged by theoretical shifts in museum purpose and impacted by questions
regarding their dual role in educational institutions and society.

University Museums

University museums have unique challenges compared to other cultural institutions.
They must not only play a significant role within the university and uphold the standards of
higher education, but also provide an inspiring environment accessible for the general public.
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These responsibilities have a huge impact on a museum’s mission and planning for management,
exhibitions, fundraising, and educational programming. The recent shift away from curatorial
and object centered agendas to those more focused on the visitor has caused many university
museums, like public museums, to reexamine their core foundational statements and their
conventional role within academia (Kelly, 2001).
Financial pressures felt by universities and their respective museums coupled with the
professionalization of university museum practice, forever changed the role and purpose of the
academic museum. As a result, some university museums are reexamining their complex value to
education by reaching out to other disciplines across their university and looking for ways to
revitalize themselves outside the university through collaborative partnerships. Today, these
types of partnerships are helping to create long-term alliances that can better ensure sustainability
for university museums (Kelly, 2001). As university museums are reaching out to their
communities for audience and funding, they walk a thin line of becoming “less of university
museum and more museums in universities” (King, 2001: 23). Today grant agencies like the
Mellon Foundation are encouraging a reorientation of university museums with the university by
funding projects that build institutional success for both the university and museum through a
shared teaching mission based on collaborative projects and increased access to knowledge.
Historically, academic museums were founded as specialty collections to supplement
theoretical teachings by providing the material needed for practical study in university
departments. University museums were aligned with departmental agendas and were founded on
the ideals of academic freedom in research (Kelly, 2001). Collections in university museums
were predominantly developed by professors or bequeathed by a donor and were used to support
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departmental curriculum and university research interests (Kelly, 2001). Not until the 19th
century did university museums really begin using their collections to exhibit. The 19th and 20th
century saw a tremendous growth in university collections and museums began to acquire works
of art and ethnographic objects from around the world. When not being used for practical study
or research, it was not uncommon for these objects be cared for and maintained by a range of
university employees like professors, librarians, and student workers, who were not necessarily
trained in museum management or collections care (Kelly, 2001). Teachers used the museums’
collections as a way for students to learn directly from original works of art. The university art
museums of this time were deeply rooted in departmental agendas and curriculum (Jandl, 2012:
122).
During the second half of the 20th century, major theoretical shifts began to occur in
museum practice. The once object centered, curatorial, preservation based view of public
museums purpose that had dominated the museum world, began to be replaced with more
visitor-centered initiatives and university museums took note. Art history education in the United
States also saw an emergence of a new emphasis on interpreting artwork through contemporary
social theory. Utilizing university museum collections for the purpose of first hand study was deemphasized as a discourse analysis of the relationship between art and social theory became a
major focus in art education (Jandl, 2012). Simultaneously, academia began to shift toward a
more interdisciplinary teaching and learning style and universities embarked on intensive
curriculum reviews. Many university museum staff were ill equipped to deal with this change
and struggled to stay relevant within department curriculum (Tirrell, 2000). In many cases, this
loss of identity for many university museums and the lack of trained museum staff led to short
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term administrations with short sighted goals and funding cuts for collections support, facility
management, and staff (Tirrell, 2000). As some university museums were neglected and new
research and teaching agendas became disjointed from traditional museum practices; the
university and the museum’s once shared idea of the museum’s purpose within academia was
lost (Kelly, 2001). Research and teaching agendas were changing within academic departments,
and many university museums and their collections were left out of this new curriculum and
research.
Beginning in the 1940s, university art museums started to look toward museum
associations like the American Alliance of Museum (AAM) for guidance on professional
development and how to better meet the needs of their academic departments and universities.
AAM indoctrinated university museums into the wider museum sphere and university museum
professionals began to look at public museums as the bench mark for best practices. AAM
embarked on the creation of professional standards for all museums, building accreditation
programs, and formally establishing best practices (Jandl, 2012). By the 1960s, universities were
replacing professors, students and librarians with trained curators and administrative staff.
Simultaneously as professionalization started to take hold in university art museums, government
funding for academia, specifically in art education, began to falter. As funding decreased,
university art museums looked again to public museums for ideas on how to secure alternate
means of funding. At this time, public museums were eagerly engaged in the pursuit of funding
from agencies and private foundations (2012, 126). These agencies focused funding on
increasing visitor engagement and community impact. In turn, this influenced many university
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museums to look outside of their universities for new audiences and programs that focused on
the visitor.
University museums began to cultivate off campus relationships while de-emphasizing
their traditional relationship with their academic departments (Jandl, 2012: 130). As museums
continued to become more independent from their respective departments, questions began to
arise about the role these new museum professionals would play in teaching at their university
and whether they would have the same privileges and responsibilities as faculty. This is still an
unresolved issue on many campuses and in some cases, has led to an increased separation
between museums and their universities. By the 1980s, although varying in degree of separation
both ideologically and financially, most academic museums had become

under-used and

underappreciated by their universities (Jandl, 2012: 132). University museums could no longer
depend on their parent universities as their only source of funding. In a review of 35 university
art museums, on average a university provides approximately 40% of an academic museum’s
annual expenses but the lowest amount documented was 5% (King, 2001:24). The remaining
funds come from membership, private foundation gifts, individual gifts, earned income, grants
and endowments or invested funds (King, 2001).
As seen in both public and university museums, grant agencies and private foundations
have had major influence on the changes that have taken place in virtually every aspect of
museum practice. Much of the contributions museums make to public education today were in
response to educational, social and economic reform, and conceived and articulated by museum
professionals, museum associations, funding bodies and influential legislation. One of the most
influential funding agencies in contemporary university art museum practice is the Andrew W.
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Mellon Foundation (Jandl, 2012). This foundation had a tremendous impact on how academic
museums are now seen as teaching tools in both academia and community. Conceived in the
1980s, the Mellon Foundation’s College and University Art Museum Grant Program (CUAM)
invested over $20 million in academic outreach initiatives specifically targeted toward academic
art museums to create programs that realigned the relationship between university museums and
their parent institutions. These projects were funded with the belief that university museum art
collections were still powerful and useful teaching tool and increased access within the
university was necessary for their survival. The Mellon Foundation’s influence over university
art museums was tremendous and influenced an ideological shift in the way university museums
now see their own role and purpose both on and off campus (Jandl, 2012: 140).
In 1990, the Mellon Foundation College and University Art Museum Grant Program
initiated a project to diagnose the most pressing issues surrounding academic art museums and
fund potential programs to address these problems in an effort. According to the Mellon
Foundation, initial assessments of university art museums indicated that success for university
art museums was strongly associated with their alignment with the teaching missions of their
universities. In 1992, the first round of grants were awarded in an attempt to help university art
museums become more involved on campus and develop programs that were mutually beneficial
to the museum and university and engaged students and faculty. The two main goals of this
program were to fund and support initiatives that encouraged new campus partnerships and
strengthen the museum collection’s role in teaching and training students (Jandl, 2012). Over the
next fifteen years, thirteen university art museums successfully completed projects and
established permanent endowments for their institutions.
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The Mellon Foundation program was a landmark accomplishment within academic
museums and impact reports showed an increase in school-museum partnerships and the
development of new practices that changed the way many universities use and perceive their
museums. Successes of these various programs included increased student internships and
fellowships, faculty course development based on museum collections, faculty partnerships in
exhibit research and development, lectures related museum collection and programming,
museum scholarly publications with contribution from faculty and students, and technology
projects that made museum collections more accessible for faculty and students (Jandl, 2012).
During an impact study, the Mellon Foundation found a set of unique factors that
contributed to each grantee museum’s success. Some of the most common success indicators
found amongst these museums were the availability of staff to make collections easily accessible,
the university’s stance on interdisciplinary courses and inquiry, whether the museum had
classroom space, and whether the museum had an Academic Coordinator on staff, who
familiarized themselves with faculty and departmental research and was able to reach out and
engage faculty with the museum’s collection, exhibits and programs (Jandl, 2012). Feedback
collected from the grantees experiences included a perceived positive change in the relationships
between the departments and the museums. For example, grantees reported that university
administrators developed a deeper understanding of the museum’s role and resources, and the
attitudes of museum staff became more positive and more flexible in practice toward the teaching
agendas of faculty.
The outcomes of the Mellon Foundation College and University Art Museum Grant
Program (CUAM) contributed to a better understanding of what university museums could to do
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to improve relations with their universities and helped to solidify the new role and purpose of
university museum in the twenty-first century. This program better clarified the complex and
sometimes, dubious role of university art museums and created a much needed balance between
initiatives geared toward the community and those that targeted the campus. The Mellon
Foundation’s program also impacted non recipient university museums because it laid down blue
prints and empowered other academic museums to take on new projects and partnerships that
centered on long overlooked audiences within the university (Jandl, 2012:143).
University museums are inherently vulnerable. If university stakeholders do not see
university museums making contributions to the mission of the university, the museum will
become marginalized. The success of the Mellon Foundation grant program was in the
reintroduction of the university art museum to university. The influence of the Mellon grant
programs reemphasizes that success for university museums is in realigning university museums
with their parent institutions through a shared teaching mission that prioritizes faculty and staff
as the primary audience and partners in teaching (Jandl, 2012). University museums are now
practicing strategies that reconnect them with their institutions but also meet the needs and
desires of other schools and the public. This growing recognition of university museum
complexity in purpose and role has resulted in a call for greater theoretical and methodological
sophistication specifically created to study museum practices (Macdonald, 2006). The strategic
plan as a method for assessment has become increasingly popular because it allows the
institution to realize their unique strengths and weaknesses in all aspects of operations in order
optimize their contributions to society in light of changing internal and external cultural factors.
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Strategic Planning Defined

One of the most popular methods used by museums to evaluate current operations and
develop future goals is the strategic plan. The book, The Manual for Strategic Planning (Lord
and Markert, 2007) is useful in understanding what types of assessments are being done and how
they are performed in museums. This book provides methodological guidance and theoretical
insight into how museum professionals and museums studies researchers conceptualize the
political, economic and social factors that impact museums. Strategic planning allows museums
to examine themselves in light of changing trends that affect their future. Proponents of strategic
planning point out that it brings staff and board members together to create a dialogue and
improve performance. According to the Manual for Strategic Planning (2007), there are
numerous reasons why a museum should create a strategic plan. Some of these reasons include
improving performance to qualify for federal funding and museum accreditation, to prepare for a
major renovation or building project, and to motivate staff and board (Lord and Markert, 2007:
2). Strategic planning is primarily used to address the structural forces of change, both internally
and externally, that impact museums. It is an invaluable process for cultural institutions because
it allows them to assess and improve their role within the local community.
Strategic planning and assessment begins with understanding the role of institutional
foundational statements in the museum’s history, goals and impact on their community. Within
a foundational statement are key identity markers for museums: the mission, mandate and vision.
Lord and Markert define each of these in terms of how they function in a museum setting
(2007:4). The mission of the museum is defined as the intent and purpose of the institution. The
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mandate is described as the range of material culture and audience that the museum encapsulates.
Lastly, the vision represents the impact the museum would like to have on its visitors and
community. All of these foundational statements have to be analyzed within each function of the
museum and as part of the strategic planning process. Lord and Markert break museums into
three main functions (Lord and Markert, 2007: 5): collections and curatorial sectors,
communication and programming sectors, and the administration and management sector. The
authors emphasize that the role of the administration and management sector is to “facilitate the
progressive interaction between collection focused and communication focused museum
functions towards the achievement of agreed upon goals that move the institution forward”
(2007: 12). The authors point out that although there may be strong differences in perspective
and goals, there is also strong interrelatedness among these different sectors. Because of this
dependent relationship, collaboration between these sectors is a valuable tool in engaging all
museum departments to create objectives and tasks that are specific in certain sectors but also
fulfills goals for the entire institution.
When museum strategic planning is left in the hands of the director and board, plans are
often created with objectives that are not well connected to the community or department
specific staff and initiatives lack consideration of internal and external factors impacting the
museum. Today, museums are hiring strategic planning consultants whose role is to bring the
community and all staff members’ voices into the museum’s planning process to provide a
broader perspective of how cultural trends shape all aspects of operations. There are many
responsibilities of the consultant, including planning and facilitating meetings, preparing
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background documents, and coaching museums to create their own unique strategic plan (Lord
and Markert, 2007: 21).
Strategic planning consultants for museums across the United States collect data on
cultural and structural trends that impact museums both internally and externally. This technique
allows the researcher, staff and board to reflect on museum needs in order to generate ideas and a
direction from the world around them. Data is then analyzed around trends within museums
such as an institution’s relationship to the community, audience evaluation, collections and
exhibits, and education and public programming. Examples of external trends which may be
analyzed include the impact of new technology, regional economic growth or decline, cultural
ideas related to leisure time, and the changing initiatives of public education (Lord and Markert,
2007: 25). This internal and external assessment process allows both the staff and the community
to identify critical issues faced by the museum. The players in the internal section of the
assessment can include staff, interns, board members and donors of the museum. Ideally,
community leaders, visitors, non-visitors and peers contribute insight to the external assessment
(Lord and Markert, 2007:30). By utilizing principles and methods of the strategic planning
process, a museum is able to access the needs of the community and its institution to create an
informed plan of action to increase the museum’s success. During the strategic planning process,
a museum attempts to better understand its relationship with its community by assessing what
institutional success looks like through the eyes of internal and external stakeholders. So, using
the various lenses of stakeholder view point, through which facets of museum operations do we
measure this success? The question of what variables should be measured to better understand
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institutional success has become an essential topic of discussion as museums look to evaluate
performance in new, visitor driven initiatives.

Measuring Success in Museums

The 21st century museum has embraced and continues to fulfill its new role in visitor
engagement and public education. However, these museums are now faced with the new
challenge of developing metrics to measure impact and performance of new visitor centered
initiatives. Museum scholars are looking for a more holistic method of assessment that takes in to
consideration the immense theoretical and practical changes underway in today’s museums.
While calling on museums to think more purposefully about visitor centered evaluation, museum
scholars like Maxwell Anderson (2004), Nina Simon (2010) and Stephen Weil are proposing
methods that will give a more reflective diagnosis of a museum’s complex impact in the 21st
century. Maxwell L. Anderson is the Eugene McDermott Director of the Dallas Museum of Art
and a leader in ‘new museology’. Among his various projects and over seventy articles in
publication, Anderson is best known as a pioneer of art museum best practices in environmental
control standards, collections access, visitor engagement, digital publishing, and challenging the
traditional measures of museum success. As the Chairman of the Dallas Art District Foundation
and Director of the Dallas Museum of Art, Anderson directs the planning and coordination of the
largest art district in the United States (http://maxwellanderson.com/bio/, 2013). During his work
at the Center for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies of the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs at Princeton University, Anderson wrote his influential 2004 essay for the
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Getty Leadership Institute, titled “Metrics of Success for Art Museums,” where he challenged
museums to think more creatively about what evaluation of museum performance looks like for
museum in the 21st century. In that paper (2004: 5), he argues that the various metrics which
have been traditionally utilized to measure success in American museums are no longer valuable
and need to change in light of a theoretical shift in museum purpose and practice. Anderson
identifies three major indicators of success in the nation’s largest museums which are no longer
sufficient: the number of major exhibitions, the number of visitors, and the number of
memberships (Anderson, 2004). These traditional metrics are still used in museums today
because they are easily quantifiable when presented to museum constituents. However, chasing
these three indicators in today’s museums for the sake of ‘quantifiable’ results and appeasing
stakeholders comes at a cost to museums and has created an atmosphere of dependence on quick
fixes and a lack of long-term, sustainable planning (2004).
As museum priorities shifted from investing in initiatives concentrated on collections
care to public education and visitor services, a new existential debate emerged on what
constitutes museum success (2004). Anderson indicates that the lack of balance between ‘old’
and ‘new’ museum purpose coupled with a lack of agreed-upon parameters for measuring
success in visitor-center initiatives has put cultural institutions at risk both financially and
ideologically. Therefore, finding a way to measure success that represents long-term
sustainability for museums is urgent.
Today, new metrics of success must “diagnose the underlying health of their institution
and not simply recite statistics that may be ephemeral or unrelated to the overarching
performance of an institution” (Anderson, 2004: 9). The new metrics of success in museums
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must be connected and driven by their mission, able to sustain in the long run, and be verified
(2004: 9). Anderson goes on to list eleven aspects of a museum’s identity that should be
examined for a more holistic view of institutional performance (2007). These different elements
represent ideas that are often difficult to quantify, but are the most important. Anderson
concludes that this new way of measuring success, if adopted by the museum community, could
contribute to a more holistic approach to measuring museum performance and could create a
more shared meaning of purpose for all museums in the twenty-first century (2007). Given the
duality and complexity of the 21st century university museum, there is also a need for measurable
indicators of success specifically geared toward university museums. There were seven metrics
put forth by Anderson (2004) that I hypothesized would be most relevant to my study of the
current operations at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum and university museums at large. These
seven metrics include:








Quality of experience
Fulfillment of educational mandate
Institutional reputation
Standards of governance
Scope and quality of collection
Contributions to scholarship
Faculties’ contribution to core mission
Coupled with this project’s methodological and theoretical approach, these seven metrics

of success will be tested within the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. I hypothesize that these seven
metrics encapsulate the most fundamental aspects of the university museum identity. These
elements are being reexamined as part of a major theoretical and practical discussion on how to
better integrate university museums with their parent institutions while also upholding the tenets
of best practices in the 21st century museum. Do these seven metrics of success accurately
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measure the university museum’s complex indentify and fulfillment of its own mission and role
in the university and community at large?
In The Participatory Museum, Nina Simon (Simon, 2010) discusses nontraditional visitor
engagement techniques that can be used by museum staff to invite visitor participation as means
to increase institutional success. Through a discussion of various museum case studies, Simon
explains how museums can increase institutional success by incorporating visitor opinion into
creation of experience. According to the Participatory Museum, museums that actively engage
their visitors create initiatives around visitor meaning making and user voice. Museums benefit
from this engagement because visitors become invested in the project’s success.
The participatory museum approach can benefit a museum by improving visitor
experience without the high production cost of blockbuster exhibit. The participatory museum
creates an environment where visitors become active participants who do rather than just watch
(Simon, 2010). Simon also gives guidelines to how museum staff can evaluate impact of
participatory initiatives. She points out that these evaluation techniques are more qualitative in
nature, compared to other traditional metrics of impact, and should follow three
recommendations, (1) the museum should clearly state their goals for undergoing the
participatory museum exercise, (2) the museum should identify the behaviors and outcomes that
signal the accomplishment of these goals, and (3) impact should be measured through observable
behaviors that indicate success. Evaluation of participatory initiatives should be embarked on as
an iterative approach because outcomes evolve out of what participants do. Lastly, Simon points
out that visitor reactions and experience should ultimately drive institutional goals. She does
warn however, that this rationale may be difficult to follow if the museum is working under
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funding requirements that encourage the outcomes that are not necessarily of interest to the
participants (Simon, 2010).
According to an article written by prominent museum studies scholar, Stephen E. Weil
(1999: 231) called, “From Being about Something to Being for Somebody: The Ongoing
Transformation of the American Museum”, there is a growing preoccupation with performance
based evaluation in American museums. In this article, Weil summarizes the origins of
performance based evaluation and reframes it within the ‘new’ museological trends of museum
public service in order to caution museum staff from creating measures of success that are
largely internally directed. According to Weil, performance based evaluation in museums has its
history in, and has been strongly influenced, by recent ideological similarities and distinctions in
the nonprofit sector versus the for-profit business sector. Weil illustrates this idea by discussing
“social enterprise” and “outcome based evaluation” models established in recent years and how
they have impacted how institutional success is measured in museums. In a discussion of these
models, he states that museums should be conscious of their impact but should also be cautious
not to distort overall successes by placing unnecessarily stringent parameters on themselves that
only produce verifiable outcomes (1999). The “social enterprise” model of the nonprofit sector
was developed by Professor J. Gregory Dees of the Harvard Business School as a way to
quantify performance in non-profit business (Weil, 1999). The theory behind this model is that it
is possible to pinpoint outcome, impact and results in nonprofit institutions. While the “social
enterprise” focuses on the bottom line of success versus failure, it is an evaluation style that is
completely internal and negates the external impact of the community and visitor on the
museum. Weil points out that this method of evaluation does not take into account external
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perception of what success is for an institution because it “manages to combine inner directed
approaches to render a public service that the museum itself defined” (Weil, 1999: 242). The
second program evaluation style Weil discusses is an outcome based evaluation created by the
United Way to grade success of a program or initiative by measuring how much it ‘made a
difference’ to the individuals involved (Weil, 1999: 242). Weil remarks (Weil: 1999, 242) that
this evaluation model is too ambiguous and should not be used because it is the obvious role of
all museums to ‘make a difference’. To further his point, he asks, “if museums are not ‘making a
difference’ on what basis are they asking for support from the public?”
Museums are under pressure to make public service its main priority because they are a
part of the nonprofit sector and success has to be defined in very specific terms, meaning
museums are tasked with demonstrating effective initiatives that “provide verifiable added value
to the lives of those it serves in exchange for their continued support” (Weil, 1999: 244). By
showcasing these two influential evaluation models, Weil makes a significant point that since
museums are unique in their purpose to their communities, they should strike a balance between
creating measures of success that are internally directed and those that are externally defined by
the visitor and community.
As museums continued to strive for more meaningful visitor engagement, finding
methods to better understand community impact is vital. If museums are to be effectively aligned
with their communities, the most relevant metrics of success need to be better established. Given
the complexity and duality of university museums in the 21st century, it is especially important to
find new and innovative ways to measure success for university museums. These new metrics
should specifically consider university museums’ mission and unique relationship with both their
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parents institutions and their off campus community. The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is an
example of a university museum that is being challenged by rapid change in university museum
role and would benefit from a more distinct set of metrics to evaluate their own unique purpose.

The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum

The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum (JSNM) is a natural history museum located in The
Birck Hall of Science on the campus of Benedictine University in Lisle, Illinois. Benedictine
University is a Catholic college in DuPage County surrounded by suburban neighborhoods; the
St. Procopius Abbey, a Roman Catholic Benedictine monastery of men, and a private catholic
school called Benedictine High School. Although there are a half a dozen other museums in
Lisle, Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is the only university museum or natural science museum in
this township.
The Museum originated in the 1920s as a teaching collection for the Biology Department.
The College of Science was one of the first colleges to be established when Benedictine College,
now Benedictine University, moved to Lisle, Illinois in 1901. By 1914, Benedictine Hall opened
and laboratory science classes were taught by the founders of the Biology Department,
naturalists Fathers Edmund J. Jurica, Order of St. Benedict (O.S.B.) and Hilary J. Jurica, Order
of St. Benedict (O.S.B.). The Department’s original focus was geared toward biology and the
Physical Sciences Laboratory, which operated from 1954 until 1987. As avid collectors
throughout their careers, The Jurica Brothers were responsible for what would later become the
Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, a collection of over 10,000 scientific plant and animal specimens
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intended to teach students and support the department’s curriculum (http://www.
benuscience.org/history/index.php, 2010).
Before becoming the first curator of the museum, Fr. Theodore Suchy, O.S.B was a
student of Fr. Hilary and Fr. Edmund, taking biology courses and working with the brothers to
catalog and inventory the collection. In 1971, the collection was formally established with open
hours so that the teaching collection could be viewed by the public and students. In 1973, Fr.
Suchy became Assistant Professor and Chair of the Biology Department. Later in 1978, Fr.
Suchy was appointed Associate Professor and Head of the the Biology Department. In 1987, a
grant of $10,000 was awarded to begin the development of an exhibit space (http://www.
benuscience.org/history/index.php, 2010). From the 1970s to the 1990s the Museum was
mainly considered a storage room for the collection and utilized by biology classes within the
university. It was not until 1990 that Fr. Suchy was appointed as the first offical Curator of the
Jurica Museum and after years of moving specimens, creating biome dioramas and building
exhibit cases, the collection was transformed into what the Museum is today.
Today, the Jurica Suchy Museum is free to the public Monday through Thursday from
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm and Friday through Sunday 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. The museum’s exhibit
space is permanent and consists of dioramas of different ecosystems and wooden object cases
that display over 3,100 taxidermy and formalin-stored specimens. The interior museum space
and the museum’s annex encompasses approximately 3,000 square feet. According to the
Museum’s website, their mission is to “strive to provide an educational environment in the
Benedictine tradition that inspires all people to seek a deeper understanding and appreciation of
the world’s natural and cultural diversity through engaging exhibits, educational programs, and
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the preservation of its collections” (2013). This mission was created in 1995 by the Curator and
Education Coordinator in response to an education grant application that required a mission
statement. A lack of mission or foundational statements is indicative of historical trends in many
university museums (Tirrell, 2000). Many museums of the twentieth century were founded on
the premise of collecting and preserving, not on serving the public. Also, like many university
museum of the early twentieth century, operations were supported by teachers and university
staff rather than by trained museum professionals. Today, the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum sees
their vision as “aspiring to be the premier small natural history museum of the Midwest”
(http://www.benuscience.org/museum/mission.php, 2013). “The museum is a center of
excellently curated specimens, informational dioramas and exhibits, and the integration of
educational interactive components. The museum has developed a leading education and
outreach program centered on zoology, botany, geology, and environmental stewardship” (2013).
According to the website, the primary goals of the museum are to:
1. Welcome all visitors in the Benedictine tradition of hospitality
2. Encourage science inquiry by university students and the scientific community using the
museum collections
3. Enhance life science education in the university community by creative dioramas,
displays, and activities
4. Encourage greater appreciation of awareness of the environment and of our need to be
responsible stewards of the Earth
5. Promote science education in the local community through outreach programs using
museum artifacts and university students

The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum hosted 6,026 visitors, including 84 group tours, from June
2012 to May 2013. This is an increase of over 1,500 visits from the previous year (Tumminello
and Ewart, 2013). The museum provides educational programming for the college, nature
centers, scout groups, nature clubs, child care centers, home school groups, historical societies,
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and other groups seeking to learn more about natural diversity (2013). These programs include
fieldtrips, nature walks, bird watching, wilderness training, and other natural science events
hosted within the museum and around Lisle. One of their most popular projects is the Discovery
Box Program. This is a free loan program of education kits for local schools to supplement
natural science curriculum. The 50 discovery boxes cover a wide range of natural history topics
including animals and their habitats and human impact of the environment, and renewable
energy. Each kit is aligned with the Illinois Learning Standards and includes background
information, suggested classroom activities, and a variety of specimens for students to touch and
examine. Many boxes also include a DVD and select books; both fiction and nonfiction, to
further engage students. According to the Museum’s 2013 Impact Statement, June 2012 to
May2013, this program served approximately 8,500 learners from the local community
(Tumminello and Ewart, 2013). The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is also a loan site for the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) Trunks. The Illinois Department of Natural
Resources’ Division of Education develops and provides educational programming and training
to teachers and cultural institutions. Museums like The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum partner
with the IDNR to receive advertisement as a lending location (http://dnr.state.il.us/education/,
2014).
The Museum’s eight person Advisory Board consists of educators and administrators from
Benedictine University and business leaders from the community. The Members of the board of
advisors are appointed by the Dean of the College of Science in consultation with the Jurica
Suchy Nature Museum executive staff. Members of the board serve staggered three-year terms
(Meeting of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum Advisory Board, 2014). “The board serves as an
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advisory platform that is able to provide valuable experience and insights, in collaboration with
the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum staff, to plan a strategic direction and help to create a solid
foundation for the museum’s future” (Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, 2013). The staff consists of
a full-time head curator who also serves as the director, oversees all museum operations, and
regularly meets with the Board. There is also a part time education coordinator whose main
responsibilities are creating and organizing museum programs, tours, and events. The museum
also has student workers who assist with projects in collections management, specimen care,
cataloging and inventorying, customer services, public speaking, museum tours, and update
discovery boxes and the online animal catalog (Tumminello and Ewart, 2013). The museum is
also used by two science faculty for student research projects through Argonne Laboratories.
I worked as an intern at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum during the spring of 2013. I
worked closely with staff to create a working operational contacts database for the museum in
order to disseminate the museum’s bi-annual newsletter, educational programming information,
and membership and donor solicitations. The database is now used to reach out to the campus
and local community (students, educators, families) to create awareness of museum resources,
upcoming museum exhibits, and educational programming and events. This database includes
members of the local community, educators and donors. It was used in March of 2013 to launch
a new membership campaign and revitalize the museum’s donor program. As an intern, I also
assisted with ongoing membership tasks related to member benefits, thank you letters, and
maintenance of the database. The goal of the contacts database was to generate revenue for the
museum, strengthen the museum’s presence in the local community, and promote the museum as
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a valuable resource for science education. During the fiscal year of 2013, the museum raised
$13,580 in donor support (Tumminello and Ewart, 2013).
As an intern, I had many informal conversations with the museum staff about current
issues, objectives and future plans for the Museum. The Jurica Suchy Museum has seen much
change in recent years. With the death of the longest standing curator, newly appointed staff and
board members, and a recent flood in the exhibit space, the Museum is undergoing a process of
reevaluating its current situation and priorities for the future. Through informal conversations
with the curator of the museum, I learned of a number of tasks and new projects the museum
would like to undertake. Some of the Museum staff’s main concerns are related to updating
exhibit space, organizing storage, and updating the inventory and collections database. The
Museum’s staff would like to enhance the museum’s image and participation with faculty and
students within Benedictine University. They believe they could benefit from a comprehensive
assessment that would give them a clearer picture of how they can better serve both the
University and Lisle community. I was asked by the museum staff and board to be a “cultural
consultant” and perform an assessment of the current state of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum.
Data collected during this assessment was used to create a collaborative strategic plan to identify
what needs to be done and how the Museum can do it. This data also serves as a model for
effective metrics university museum can use to measure their own success.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Approach

My research design followed the principles of a focused ethnography and a participatory
action research project (PAR) (LeCompte and Schensul, 2010:115). This approach allowed me
to contextualize the museum’s present position and perceptions of stakeholders within broader
themes affecting the success of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. This approach created an
opportunity for the Museum staff and Board to reflect on participant responses and formulate
responsive actions. A participatory action research approach aims to contribute insight into
problematic circumstances by collaborating closely with the members of the community, in this
case, the Museum’s Board and staff members (O’Brien, 2001). Using this approach, Museum
staff and Board members acted as co-researchers to identify critical issues and opportunities,
generate specific and agreed upon concerns, and construct points of action. Participatory action
research “stresses the importance of co-learning as a primary aspect of the research process”
(O’Brien, 2001). PAR holds the principle that when a problem is identified, solutions are
formulated and tested to resolve it. If these solutions are not satisfactory, the researcher tries
again. In “Action Research: A Sociotechnical Systems Perspective”, Gerald Susman describes
what he calls the Simple Action Research Model (1983). In this model, he describes the phases
within a research cycle as a participatory action researcher. The first part of this model describes
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how the researcher collaborates with the community to indentify a problem. Once data has been
collected on the identified problem, several possible solutions are discussed between the
researcher and the community. From these possible solution(s), a plan of action is agreed upon
by the researcher and community and is then implemented. Ideally, data on these actions and its
effect are collected and analyzed in relation to how successful the solution was. Lastly, this loop
begins again as the original problems and/or issues are reassessed until issues are resolved
(Susman, 1983). During this project, I elicited internal and external perceptions of the
Museum’s strengths and weaknesses. I also worked with the Museum staff and Board to present
my findings and identify agreed upon critical issues the Museum faces. Points of action will be
taken by the Museum’s staff and Board based on these discussions.

Methods

The primary data collection methods used for this project were participant observation,
archival research, program evaluation and individual interviews. Operational documents such as
the Museum’s past strategic plans, annual reports, historical museum records written by Science
Department and past Curator, Father Ted, museum newsletters, the Museum’s website were
analyzed throughout this project to identify key informants, to interpret the museum’s history,
and compare the museum’s past goals and actions to current operations. As a preliminary step in
the cultural assessment of the Museum, I performed participant observation during open hours at
the museum in September 2013 and five monthly Board meetings which occurred in September,
October and November of 2013 and February and June of 2014. Participant observation was
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conducted during open hours inside the museum space. I observed interactions between
numerous stakeholders including visitors, docents and staff. I also performed general
observations on how the Museum’s exhibit space was organized. I performed participant
observation and a program evaluation during two educational programs. Participant observation
in the exhibit space, during programs and board meetings was utilized to generate key informant
interview questions, better understand relationships between various museum stakeholders and
the museum, and compare my observations and interpretations as a researcher to informant
perception and opinions about museum operations. Data collected during informal participant
observation and program participant evaluation were used to generate research questions and
conceptualize my results section and discussion.
The method of triangulation was utilized as a rapid assessment approach during data
analysis in an attempt to understand my data based on the participants’ position relative to the
museum. Triangulation was used to understand the position of a stakeholder by locating their
position in relation to more than one point (Ervin, 2000). This triangulation was based on
internal stakeholder interviews, external stakeholder interviews, and the academic literature on
university museums. Eighteen interview participants were organized into two groups
representing internal and external perceptions and opinions. I chose to categorize participants in
to these two groups because data was triangulated based on participants’ associations and
experiences with the museum. Classification of participants based on the notion of whether a
person was involved in the museum’s operations from ‘inside’ versus the ‘outside’ is reflective of
a working theory that I developed during preliminary literature research and data collection.
This hypothesis was based on the idea that there would be a correlation between participants’
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association with the museum, their experiences and perceptions, and factors and/or pressures that
may be hampering the Museum’s success. For this study, my internal sample group included two
museum staff members, four student museum workers and four board members. In order to gain
an understanding of how the Museum was perceived from the outside, I gained the perspective
and opinion of three educators in the College of Science at Benedictine University and five local
public school educators within and surrounding the city of Lisle, Illinois.
The Head Curator and Museum Educator assisted me by initiating introductions at a
board meeting. I was able to propose my project to the entire staff and board and subsequently
sat in on all board meetings during data collection. Data collection began in September 2013 and
finished in March 2014. Results of my data collection was presented to the Board and museum
staff in June 2014 in the form of a nine page summary document. This document is an overview
of the data that was collected and is arranged by museum department and topic (see Apendix D).
The Museum staff also aided me in communicating with board members by introducing me to
the board, allowing me to participate in monthly Staff-Board meetings and by providing me with
email addresses so that I could propose a meeting for an interview. The Museum Educator also
provided me with a list of educators within Benedictine and the local community. This list of
educators was the museum’s record of teachers who had participated in the museum through
class field trips and/or the Discovery Box programs. The Museum staff also administered 24
visitor evaluations at two events held at the museum. I facilitated initial communication for the
purposes of meeting for an interview through emails, phones calls, and face-to-face meetings.
Participants were approached for interviews through email or in person. With this request for
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interview, I supplied the participants with a copy of my IRB approved written informed consent
(see Appendix A) and a list of sample interview questions(see Appendix B).
Research questions focused on performing a cultural assessment of the operational
environment from both within and outside the museum to understand whether the museum was
successfully reaching its mission as an educational resource for the community. My data
collection goals focused on identifying and sampling perceptions about museum operations from
individuals of different stakeholder groups that are involved in the museum. Using this
information along with data from other collection techniques, my goal was to illuminate the
museum’s most critical issues and share this with the staff and board members so that they may
take action to increase success.
During my field research, I also conducted what is commonly known as a S.W.O.T
analysis during eighteen individual interviews. S.W.O.T. stands for strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. This data collection technique was used during interivews to gauge
stakeholders' opinions about the Museum environment and their own experiences. To gauge
internal stakeholder opinion, I performed individual interviews with museum staff, board
members, and student workers and asked them to divulge information about their involvement
with the Museum, opinions about the strengths and weaknesses of the Museum, suggestions for
future Museum operations, and any perceived threats they see for the Museum. These interviews
were adminstered in classrooms, offices, the museum’s annex, and the hallways of Birck Hall.
As part of this internal assessment, I also analyzed my board observational meeting notes,
operational and educational programming documents, and observation notes to look for trends in
opinions, experiences, and perceptions within the museum.
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I also performed interviews with external stakeholders to gauge how the Museum is
perceived by the community, both within Benedictine University and Lisle, IL. Individual
interviews were performed with local educators outside of Bendictine University and
Benedictine University educators. These interviews were adminstered in classrooms and local
coffee shops. Participant oberservation was carried out in the Museum’s exhibit space and in the
museum’s annex during board meetings. Participants read and signed the informed consent
before the interview began. Interivews lasted approximately thirty minutes and were audio
recorded. Interviews were then transcribed into a Microsoft word document and stored on an
external hard drive. All names of participants were removed from transripts and all information
related to participants’ identities was stored on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Data Analysis

Data collected during these interviews was combined into topic lists and all identifiers
linking an individual to his/her answers was removed. The principles of grounded theory
(Bernard, 2006) were used to analyze data. I used grounded theory to identify themes that
emerged in my interview transcripts and compared and contrasted internal and external
stakeholder data to understand how perspective is related to a stakeholder’s relationship or
association with museum and to JSNM’s success. As part of my participatory action research, I
met with staff and Board members as a group to discuss findings and prioritize a set of critical
issues facing the Museum. The data was shared with the Museum Board and Staff in the form of
a nine page summary document. This document is an overview of the data that was collected and
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is arranged by museum department and topic (see Apendix C). This data was shared as a means
to generate dialogue and bring different perspectives, experiences and external needs to light.
This analysis was used by the Museum Staff and Board to create specific plans of action to
enhance institution-wide success.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter I discuss the common themes I observed from data collection during
participant observation inside the Museum’s exhibits space, during monthly Board meetings, and
individual interview transcriptions. During data analysis of observational notes and interview
transcripts, common themes relative to the idea of success and purpose became apparent among
stakeholder groups. Working within Nina Simon’s (2010) theoretical approach that institutional
evaluation is externally directed, these themes became the indicators of success for the museum.
I then contextualize these themes within a broader framework of the historical and contemporary
trends in the museum studies literature. I show how the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is
perceived and used by its stakeholders and how this relates to Anderson’s (2004) notions of
metrics of success. I then discuss how the current operation and mission of the museum reflects
and is symptomatic of an ideological shift in what it means to be a successful university museum
in the 21st century.
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Participant Observation

Participant observation was conducted during open hours inside the museum space and
during five Board meetings. During my observation inside the exhibit space, I observed how the
Museum was physically positioned within the building. The Museum is situated on the second
floor, the Museum’s entrance faces into the hallway, and the main entrance door and front of the
Museum consists of multiple windows. The interior exhibit space is visible from the hallway.
The Museum’s front windows are positioned in front of a woodland diorama display with plants
and large and small mammal specimens. There are classrooms sharing the same floor and the
Museum’s annex shares a wall and has a connecting door to two classrooms. The entrance of the
Museum has signage to indicate the name of the Museum. There was an “open” sign hung on
one the Museum’s entrance door, other door was open and the lights in the Museum were on.
The entrance also has a ‘news board’ with museum hours listed and activities advertised. During
my participant observation at the Museum, I also observed interactions between the museum’s
physical space, visitors, docents and staff. Major highlights of this observation I found to be
valuable for further research included:







A docent interaction with a student visitor who was working on a campus sponsored
project and came to the Museum to take photographs.
A Benedictine University student tour guide who brought visitors to the exterior of
Museum. However, the tour did not bring visitors inside the museum space. The tour
guide mentioned that he had never been to the museum before. The tour guide also
indicated to the visitors that tuition costs did not pay for the museum operations.
The halls outside of the Museum’s entrance receive a fair amount of traffic from students
and faculty, especially in between classes.
There is one docent on duty during open hours of the Museum.
A woman brought a Discovery Box to the Museum on a dolly. The woman left the
Discovery Box with the docent in the Museum. The docent left the Museum to carry the
Discovery Box to the Annex. The woman left with the empty dolly.
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During my participant observation at five Board meetings, I was able to learn more about
the organization of the Advisory Board, how the Board members and Staff interacted, what
topics, projects, and plans were being discussed during my research at the Museum, and
perceptions and experiences relative to stakeholder position and museum operations. Since many
of the Board members were associated with Benedictine University in a different capacity other
than being a Board member at the Museum, I was able to contextualize my observations and
triangulate responses based on the individual’s associations. These preliminary observations
within the museum space and during monthly Board meetings allowed me to perform rapid
assessment, select participants for interviews, formulate new hypotheses, and inform my research
and interview questions. Observations during monthly Board meetings led me to the conclusion
that there were certain aspects of operations and governance they were prioritizing. Examples of
these topics include:







Generating new revenues streams for the museum in various capacities including
fundraising for collections care, launching a membership and donor program, writing an
annual appeal, beginning to charge for Discovery Box rentals, a museum admission fee,
and opening a museum store.
The Board and Museum Staff frequently discussed ideas and initiatives that related to
legitimizing their value for the university as a whole. Examples of topics included
increasing the Museum’s presence at campus-wide events, a need to collect data that
reflected their impact on the outside community, and enhancing the reputation of the
Museum as a symbol of “good will” by the university.
Expansion of successful programs like the Discovery Box and professional development
opportunities for the Museum Staff and Student Workers.
The role and responsibility of the Advisory Board members.
These observations gave me insight into the Museum Staff and Board’s organization of

institutional priorities and how these relate to upholding the fundamental tenets of what the role
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of university museums is in the 21st century. I will integrate information gleamed from these
observations into my interview results and theme discussion.

Individual Interviews

‘Success’ was measured by performing a SWOT analysis during eighteen individual
interviews. I asked participants what they thought were the museum’s greatest strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Success for the museum is not unanimously defined
between all of the stakeholders. The Museum’s perceived success is defined by the participant’s
relationship with the Museum and their own needs and desires. Four general themes that
emerged are: current trends in science education, perceived value of the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum, resources the museum provides, and ideas related to operational resources for the
museum. Each theme was found to have a significant impact on the Museum’s overall perceived
success and revealed ideas related to the role and purpose the Museum plays in the community.

Discussion of Themes

The following four themes are organized around two groups: internal and external
stakeholders of the museum. Internal stakeholders consist of the two Museum staff, four
museum Board members and four student museum workers. External stakeholders consist of the
three educators in the College of Science at Benedictine University and five local public school
educators within and surrounding the city of Lisle, Illinois. These interviews took place in
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various sites on and off campus, including the museum’s annex, departmental offices, the
hallways of the science building, classrooms and coffee shops off campus.

Theme 1: Science Teaching Agendas and Success at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum

University museums play many roles within higher education. Commonly founded as
repositories for the discoveries and teaching aids of department professors, university museums
and their collections often reflect the department’s past. The teaching agendas of the department
and the curriculum focus of the professors who cared for the museum’s collections in years past
are still very present at university museums like Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. This theme is
important because it reveals notions about how or whether the Museum is relevant today.
The collection of specimens that is now part of the Museum exhibit space and storage
was a product of years of collecting by Biology faculty members Botanist, Fr. Hilary Jurica and
his brother, Zoologist, Fr. Edmund Jurica at Benedictine University. For many years, specimens
for the museum were collected and utilized for purposes of supplementing Benedictine
University’s Science Department’s curriculum. The museum’s collection was developed around
scientific research by professors of the time and is referred to by many stakeholders as
representing “big” biology. This is based on a more naturalistic, exploratory approach to
studying the basic principles of biology. Examples of topics that would be introduced through a
“big” biology teaching approach would be ecosystems, life cycles, weather systems, and the
scientific classification of living organisms. Today, Benedictine University’s Science
Department curriculum focuses on what is frequently referred to by informants as “small”
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biology. Through interviews, “small” biology is described as molecular and genetic sciences
with an emphasis on application for the treatment of disease. This distinction was made during
interviews in reference to scientific research, teaching science and educational curriculum. It is
an important distinction because it reveals how trends in science education relate to success at
the Museum.
Furthermore, this distinction emerged when stakeholders shared their ideas on how
science curriculum standards change from the primary to secondary level. Stakeholders talked
about how standards for teaching science have changed over time and are conceptualized
differently depending upon grade level. These issues were discussed by both internal and
external stakeholders in response to questions regarding the resources the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum provides and who utilizes them. There is a link between the museum-science
department relationship at Benedictine University, the Science Department’s perceptions and use
of the museum, and how science education is conceptualized and taught at a college level versus
early elementary education. Interviews from both internal and external stakeholders show that
there is a strong perceived connection between the success of the museum and its relationship
with the Science Department. This analysis illustrates that both internal stakeholders and
external stakeholders see the impact of changes in science education and how this has affected
the Science Department-museum relationship. These interviews also provide insight into who
participants believe the museum is serving.
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Group One: Internal Stakeholders

Each excerpt below illustrates a sampling of internal stakeholders, how they are
connected to the museum, and how they reacted to SWOT analysis questions. A common theme
in this group was the connection between how the participant is personally involved in the
museum, their perceptions of science education trends and how this impacts the overall purpose
and use of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum’s resources. In the eyes of internal stakeholders, the
museum’s success is very much tied to its relationship with the Science Department.

Informant One. Mike is a junior biology student in the Science Department who has been
a student worker at the museum since 2011. Mike contextualizes opportunities and threats for
the Museum in terms of its relationship with the Science Department and what he sees as a
change that has taken place in science teaching agendas within the department.
Mike: “Here (Benedictine University) we are known for science but not science in general.
It’s more like medicine and that kind of field of science and I think that’s where we're losing
people because Benedictines has been here since 1887. When it first started off, when the
monks and priests started off here, it was mainly science stuff with ecology and zoology and
botany and stuff like that, and I think that kind of drifted away as the school came on. I
know that the education coordinator here (at the museum) before Lynn, she was an
environmental science major and she graduated from here. I think she graduated sometime
in the 80’s before the college became Benedictine University; she was telling me that was
the period when they started losing interest in the actual sciences because they realize that
the medical field was getting more noticeable as far as salaries go. They wanted to make that
noticeable and it just kind of progressed into that. So now Benedictine University is known
for going to medical school and pre-professional programs so I think that’s where we are
losing the interest of people to the museum.”
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Rachel: Do students visit the museum as a class?
Mike: “…they (students) may need to know about it (the museum) for certain class but when
they go to higher ones for anatomy and stuff like that that’s where they are more focused
and it’s like okay, now I don’t need this.”
In these excerpts, Mike concludes that the major reason for low attendance in the
Museum is the fact that there are very few students within the Science Department with natural
science as their major. Mike believes that financial pressures felt by the Science Department
influenced change within the department and at the same time disconnected previously shared
missions between the Science Department and the museum. Mike’s description of the changing
relationship between the Science Department and the Museum relates to Kelly (2001) and
Tirrell’s (2000) discussion of the impact of educational reform on the relationship between
university museums and their associated academic departments. This excerpt also illustrates how
many university museums and their departments are impacted by financial pressures and how
changes in teaching agendas can separate once shared academic missions. Mike identifies the
Museum’s relationship with the Science Department as an indicator of success for the Museum.
As a student within the Science Department, he perceives the Museum’s success in terms of how
the Museum serves him and other students within the department.

Informant Two. Paul is an Assistant Professor of Paleobiology of fossils in the
Department of Science at Benedictine University. I consider him an internal stakeholder because
he is also a member of the museum’s Advisory Board. When I interviewed Paul, we talked at
length about his personal
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experience as a Benedictine University educator and as a Museum Board member and how he
utilizes resources at the Museum.
Rachel: Why are students attracted to the Science Department here at Benedictine?
Paul: “I would say that the number one reason students come here and graduate are hoping
to be in the professional field so there is a big medical pre-health, pre-professional, dental,
pharmacy, optometry, kind of interest among the students. We don’t have a huge number of
organismal courses on campus; things that would be a more natural fit for those kinds of
things in the museum.”
Rachel: What do you think are some opportunities for the Museum?
Paul: “I think it would be great if there was more use of the Museum by faculty and students
on campus and we can encourage that but it’s kind of hard to mandate things like that and so
I think there is an art course that was using it for things to draw so it was a great tool. We
don’t have a huge number of organismal courses on campus that would be a more natural fit
for those kinds of teaching things.”
Rachel: Do you see anything threatening the success of the Museum?
Paul: “I think high school science because they are so precollege driven with the latest and
greatest of biology, which is often cellular and molecular and kind of the things that
museums do but is a different kind of way. I think it would be hard in general to convince
those kind of courses to come here whether high school or college. I don’t see a genetics
course coming to the Museum or cell biology course coming to the Museum and taking
advantage…that’s not something that you see on display here because it’s taking some hair
follicles or something. It’s behind-the-scenes work so you just don’t see it and we don’t
have a lot of that stuff going on at this institution.”

Paul spoke about how the Museum works well for him as a professor because he is a
paleobiologist and many of the specimens in the Museum space lend to his discipline and what
he teaches in his class. He uses the museum’s displays to create class assignments that
encourage students to visit the museum. When I performed a S.W.O.T. analysis of the museum,
Paul saw the Museum’s success in engaging Benedictine University students as strongly tied to
the students’ majors. Like Mike, he concludes that because most students within the Science
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Department are pre-health/medical, the Museum does not fit in science course curriculum on
campus and therefore is not utilized by Science Department students. He does, however, see an
opportunity for the Museum to be used by other departments and disciplines on campus. Paul
also remarks that high school science education is a threat to the Museum’s success. He reasons
that because high school science is pre-college driven and is based on cellular and molecular
science which, in his opinion, is not illustrated in the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, successfully
reaching out to high schools as an educational resource is unrealistic for the Museum. He
identifies success for the Museum through how it serves him as a teacher and paleobiologist.

Informant Three. Lynn is the Education Coordinator for the Museum. I asked her to talk
about the people who use and don’t use the museum.
Lynn: “There’s this weird divide where I’m not sure how the professors in the biology
department use the museum and I don’t know how they view us. I’ve expressed this to
Cassie and she is in agreement for the most part but there is a strange divide there but
outside of the biology department, like the art Department, you know different classes, all
the religion courses, are embracing the museum and they are using it.”
Rachel: Why do you think that is?
Lynn: “It’s because we don’t have PhDs in biology. I truly get the feeling that we are not
valued in that sense, it’s that academic hierarchy that exists sometimes but I don’t get that
from other departments so I feel, not all of the science or biology professors are like this, I
work with quite a few and they take boxes to their kids’ schools, so not everyone. But it’s
just the general feeling that I get; I just don’t know how these teachers are using the
museum. They fight for it and they love it but I don’t know how they use it. And so I would
be really interested to know how they do use it and how they would like it to be used so that
we can be more part of that with them. I don’t know.”
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Given what I had heard from Mike and Paul, I was particularly interested in Lynn’s
opinions on the Museum’s relationship with Science Department faculty and how they use their
resources. She believes that the Science Department cares about the museum but she does not
know why. She associates the fact that the museum staff does not have PhDs in biology as a
reason for the Science Department’s lack of use of the museum and for the perceived ideological
divide between the museum and department. She also points out that they are being utilized more
often by other disciplines on campus. These excerpts relates to the historical trends seen in the
professionalization of university museum staff discussed by Jandl (2012) in The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation: Transforming College and University Art Museums in the United States.
Also, like Paul and Mike, Lynn associates the Museum’s success with its relationship within the
Department. Similar to Paul, she sees a strength in the Museum’s ability to facilitate learning
opportunities in other disciplines on campus. This is related to the results found by the Mellon
Foundation during their University Art Museum Grant Program (Jandl, 2012). During an impact
study of this grant program, the Mellon Foundation found a set of unique factors that contributed
to each grantee museum’s success. Some of the most common success indicators found the
university’s stance on interdisciplinary courses and inquiry and whether the museum had an
Academic Coordinator on staff, who familiarized themselves with faculty and departmental
research and was able to reach out and engage faculty with the museum’s collection, exhibits and
programs (Jandl, 2012). It is interesting to note that Lynn is the Education Coordinator for the
Museum. She is identifying the Museum’s success in reaching other disciplines on campus
within her own motivations as the Museum’s Education Coordinator.
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Group Two: External Stakeholders

The statements below were given by external stakeholders. They describe how the
participants are connected to the museum and how they responded to S.W.O.T. questions.
External stakeholders in this data set consist of an adjunct professor in the Science Department
and an assistant professor in the Science Department. These results inform the question of why
Science Department faculty do or do not use the Museum’s resources for their class. Also, both
of these Benedictine University Science Department faculty members rent materials from the
Museum for their own elementary aged children’s classes.

Informant One. Patty is an adjunct professor in the Department of Science at Benedictine
University. She teaches biological anthropology classes. She tasks her students with visiting the
Museum to look at displayed primate specimens as supplementary visual material for her lesson
plans. She also rents the Museum’s Discovery Boxes for her own children’s teachers to use in
their classrooms. Rachel: Can you talk a little bit about your involvement with the Museum?
Patty: “Sure, for my classes, especially because I usually teach non-science classes, I will
sometimes give my students assignments with the museum to kind of do a survey of some of
the primates that they have at the museum, so that’s what I do in my classes. So the museum
has been fantastic for classes that deal with the nonhuman primates. Just seeing what some
of the primates look like, without having to go to the zoo, and being able to see the skeletal
material is great. I also check out material for my own kids, for their school. This is
basically how I know the museum staff. They have been really helpful in finding appropriate
material for young kids.”
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Patty states that because she teaches what she refers to as ‘non-science’ classes at
Benedictine University, she can use the Museum’s exhibited specimens for her classes. She
states that the Museum is a good alternative to having to go to the zoo and seeing the live
primates. Lastly, she states that the she knows the museum staff because she rents specimens
from the Museum for her elementary aged children’s classes. This statement is important
because it illuminates how a faculty member within the Science Department views the usefulness
of the Museum’s collection. Patty perceives the Museum’s success in its ability to serve
elementary school and what she refers to as ‘non-science’ curriculum. Patty’s relationship with
the Museum seems to be strongly tied to how it serves her as an adjunct professor in a ‘nonscience’ field and as a mother.

Informant Two. Sharon is an Assistant Professor in Cell and Molecular Biology in the
Science Department at Benedictine University. Sharon was suggested by the museum staff as a
person to interview because they have regular contact with her. Sharon uses the museum’s
discovery boxes and animal specimens for her son’s elementary class.
Rachel: Do you utilize the museum’s resources for teaching?
Sharon: “Since I teach little biology, I haven’t used it (the museum) much, but in the first
couple years we had a different freshman biology sequence. My biology is not represented
in the museum. You need a microscope and other stuff to do my kind of biology. I don’t do
much with it (the museum) in the classroom. But there are some things that I can use in the
collection storage…If I taught a lab class, yes. It is not fitting with what I am assigned to
teach because I do not teach laboratory. I could really see using some of those really old
slides in a sub biology course. We have some really great microscope technology now so
they are beautiful pictures and beautiful pictures really interest students. There are some
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fluorescent plant structures that are truly amazing under a microscope. We actually used
those slides when the folks came to install the microscope.”
Rachel: I have heard from other individuals that the Science Department is pre-medical based
rather than natural sciences. Can you talk a little bit about your opinions on that?
Sharon: “If you think about our (Science Department) scholarship, it’s really human disease
focused. But we do lean more towards the cell biology and small biology rather than big
biology. That’s a true statement and the museum is certainly the organismal side of things.”
Rachel: What do you see as an opportunity for the museum?
Sharon: “It would be really nice if we could get more of the biology faculty more involved
and using the specimens even for professional research. It would require new hires and
that’s not part of your purview. Getting the Provost to get us more money for more people.
More faculty. It would be really nice to have more students and have that museum be a
space where students know that they will be going there many times during their career here.
It’s just so cool that I want more kids to go in there. And I wonder too, one thing to think
about when going forward, is we teach lots and lots of non-major courses, general education
courses, and I don’t know if any of them uses the museum and it’s hard because none of the
regular faculty teaches those courses right now. Those are all adjunct professors. So it is
hard to plug someone into that resource (the museum); they might not even come into Burke
Hall to teach. I would hope that whoever interviews them took them to the second floor to
show them what we have but developing more classes for the non-majors that have to do
with biodiversity and that you can talk about climate change using the museum’s resources
and specimens. That would be really nice.”
During our interview, Sharon talked in detail about her perceptions of the strengths of the
museum, what she wanted to see happen to the museum, and her experience using the museum
for both personal and professional reasons. We also talked about how biology is taught
differently to different age groups and her opinions on current science education agendas and
external pressures affecting trends within Benedictine University’s Science Department. These
excerpts illustrate Sharon’s opinions on current curriculum standards and science interests within
the department compared with those of the museum. Although she has a fondness for the
museum, she feels the museum’s exhibits do not serve her professional needs. She does,
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however, mention her interest in utilizing the museum’s collection. It is important to note that
not a single participant said they used something from collection storage.

Discussion of Theme 1

As illustrated in interviews, the Museum’s mission has become disjointed from the
“small” biology based curriculum of the Science Department. The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum
began as a collection of specimens that aided the teaching of faculty members in the Science
Department. Since the Science Department’s shift to a focus based in molecular applications of
science like medicine and disease application, the museum’s collection no longer fits the current
agenda and goals of the Science Department faculty. However, the faculty that see a connection
to their own curriculum have used the museum and the faculty members who see its benefits in
elementary education have utilized it for their own children’s primary education needs. The
traditional mission of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum to be an intricate part of its department’s
curriculum is not being seen as an appropriate indicator of success. Success for the museum is
now associated with much broader audience, other disciplines on campus and science education
in primary school curriculum. This trend also corroborates with my participant observation
during Board Meetings. I observed that both Board members and Staff embraced programs and
initiatives that centered on elementary level standards and encouraged continuing engagement
with elementary level students and teachers. All stakeholders identified success for the Museum
based on how well the Museum served their particular needs and desires. This means that the
museum’s success is not based on its ability to align with the Science Department, but rather its
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ability to satisfy the needs of those who find application for its exhibits and collection. This
analysis supports Kelly’s (2001) assessment that traditional university museum alignment with
institutional academia has been lost due to agenda changes within departments. It also supports
ideas related to the new role and purpose of museums in the 21st century as described by
Message (2006). She argues that museums are shifting away from repositories of objects and
knowledge and towards asking more holistic questions about how museums are affected by and
impact educational policy.

Theme 2: Museum Value and Impact

Traditionally, success in museums has been measured according to easily quantifiable
factors, like major exhibition revenue, visitor attendance and membership (Anderson, 2004).
Pressures to fulfill funding agency requirements or legitimizing their needs to constituents, these
measurements have resulted in data that is short sighted, one dimensional and inaccurate in
diagnosing the overall health and strategic planning initiatives in museums. As museums become
more reflective about their contributions to communities, ideas related to the need for new
metrics to measure institutional success have come to the forefront of museum studies and
evaluation. Today, new metrics of success such as quality of experience, institutional reputation,
and fulfillment of educational mandate are being used to empower museums to better evaluate
their unique roles and purpose, become better informed about needs and desires of their
community, and more accurately measure their own accomplishments (Anderson, 2004). These
new metrics are not easily quantifiable but give a more holistic picture of an institution’s
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strengths and weaknesses in light of new demands that take into account the internal and external
pressures impacting a museum.
Success in the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum was often associated with ideas of
‘intangible value’. This theme is important because it reveals new ideas for qualitatively
measuring institutional success in light of the museum’s own unique internal and external
pressures. To both internal and external stakeholders of the museum, these intangible strengths
are important and give a more contextual picture of the health of the museum versus more easily
identified variables such as attendance numbers. For example, Benedictine University faculty
and students and JSNM staff within this theme talk about the supportive role the museum plays
and its impact on the mission and goals of the university. Consistent with Kelly’s (2001)
findings, the university museum is now finding a new identity within public relations initiatives
for the university as a whole.
To these internal stakeholders, success for the museum is closely aligned with how
Benedictine University Science Department faculty use the museum’s collection and how closely
the museum’s mission meets the needs and desires of the university, faculty and the student
body. External stakeholders indicate value within the context of their own personal history with
the museum and the needs it fulfills for them. This also illustrates that both internal and external
museum stakeholders believe the museum does in fact contribute to enrollment and retention of
students. It also illustrates that the museum has filled a need of students in becoming a place for
professional development. However, it is interesting to note that this support is not a key element
of the museum’s mission statement but is identified by internal stakeholders as a strength of the
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museum and supports Anderson’s (2004) argument that institutional reputation and fulfillment of
educational mandate are two relevant metrics to quantify museum success.

Group One: Internal Stakeholders

Informant One. Paul is an Assistant Professor of Paleobiology of fossils in the
Department of Science at Benedictine University. He is also a member of the Museum’s Board.
Paul sees the museum’s value in its reputation and ability to be an ambassador for the university.
To Paul, success for the museum is very much tied to its unique history and how it benefits the
university and science department as a point of publicity.
Rachel: What is a strength of the museum?
Paul: “…To think about another value is the historical identity, I think all institutions that
have been around for a while have interesting histories. The museum has a history that is
very intimately connected to the history of the department and the college and the institution
between the Jurica Brothers and the Suchys and it’s a vehicle to kind of show the history of
the institution as well. I think that’s an important thing.”
“I think also, a slightly different intangible is recruitment for when the public is using it, it
becomes a tool to help inform the public about what the museum and what the school offers
so that becomes a kind of sales or publicity and public relations thing for the university,
that’s a good thing.”
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Informant Two. Kevin was a student worker and docent at the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum from 2009 until 2013 when he graduated with a degree in biology from Benedictine
University. During this time, he worked with both the current curator and Father Ted, the
previous museum curator. I asked him about his opinions on the museum as both a student in the
Science Department and as a student worker in the museum. The following quotes describe what
he sees as strengths of the museum for him personally and for the public. It shows how the
museum helped a student worker get real life working experience and helped to reinforce his
decision to become a part of the Science Department at Benedictine University.
Kevin: “To the university, I think it does help teachers who are willing to use it. It gives,
instead of just showing a PowerPoint or talking about something that students might not
know a whole lot or be familiar with, they can say oh, we can take a field trip to the museum
or you can go to the museum to see this if you want to see it. I think it really helps them
experience something that they may only have foggy idea about and yeah, it’s cool. Because
you can also teach kids about conservation and natural history, just from the little museum
in there. It’s very cool.”
“Working at the museum definitely gave me another option for something to do. When I
first started here (Benedictine University) I had no idea, I mean I know I wanted science but
I didn’t know if I wanted to do chemistry or biology but working here in the museum really
influenced me to work towards the biology route. The museum really got me more interested
because I rediscovered my love of the animals and it (the museum) reinforced it and I
discovered so many new types of animals and new things about animals that kind of inspired
me to towards an animal route. In biology or even in a museum, I have experience to know
what it’s all about now so the museum was instrumental in helping me make a choice there.”
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Informant Three. Cassie is the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum’s Curator and only
executive staff member. We talked in detail about everyday operations at the museum including
the recruitment and role of docents and student workers. Cassie sees having student workers as
beneficial to the museum and students. Cassie also sees student work experience as a value to the
student worker program and it also benefits the museum because of limited staff and resources to
accomplish the institution’s goals. Having the student workers give tours and work on long-term
time intensive projects allows Cassie to work on her own projects as the only executive staff
member. The museum student worker opportunities, although traditionally geared towards
students in the Science Department, are positively impacting students in other majors on campus.
This is important because although student engagement may be difficult to quantify and measure
as a metric of success, these interviews illustrate that the museum has positively impacted
student experience and retention in the Science Department and other disciplines as well. It also
illustrates how the museum has found a niche in becoming an educational resource to train and
facilitate professional development programs for various disciplines.
Rachel: Can you talk a little about the role some of the student workers have at your museum?
Cassie “We had trained docents to help out. And they’ve done a really good job; I’ve been
surprised. Our new head docent just got promoted so you probably don’t know that yet. Our
old head docent is graduating and she is the head docent currently so we needed to replace
her position so I bumped someone up. Our new head docent wants to be a high school
teacher so is already in the science education so it’s really good experience for him. And he
really likes doing the tours, he’s really enthusiastic. Another docent who is an environmental
studies major, he is looking to go more into the consulting route but he’s really good at
education so I’m pushing that route. But he has led the learning circle several of the times
and the kids really connect with him well so both of them have done a lot of tours on their
own also. We are kind of phasing them in so that I can go back to the office and whatnot.”
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Rachel: How do you recruit student workers?
Cassie: “We have traditionally always had, really I think it’s always been within the biology
department. It’s been open to everyone but it’s kind of if you’re here, you know about it. So
we are increasing our presence on campus, I have been outsourcing around campus. Not just
the biology department. We had two education students we had a political science major, we
had someone in psychology. Maybe not quite cut out for the biology curriculum but they’re
really interested in that stuff, they are kind of drawn to these kinds of jobs and I really enjoy
the education majors because they are very outgoing and they like to teach and they like to
learn and that’s really what we are focused on in the discovery boxes.”

Informant Four. When I did a SWOT analysis of the museum with the museum’s
Education Coordinator, Lynn, she talked about what she sees as a unique value and benefit of the
museum for the university. She says that the museum can be used as a place to market the
university to prospective students to increase enrollment and retention. Lynn sees a strength in
the museum’s ability to expose young people to the university and engage the local community.
Lynn: “…these young ages with their parents exposing them to the museum and university,
so when they get around to applying for college, they are going to think about it (the
university). And so it’s a neat thing that we have, no one has this.”
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Group Two: External Stakeholders

Informant One. Joyce is a 4th grade teacher in general education at an elementary school
in Bolingbrook, Illinois. She is also the grade level representative for the school and district, a
new teacher mentor, and she is in charge of her school’s science fair. Joyce is an alumni of
Benedictine University and was a student of Father Suchy (co-founder of the museum’s
collection) and classified specimens in the museum as a student worker. The elementary class
she teaches is part of a College and Career Readiness Program and Benedictine University’s
Assistant Director of Education sponsored her class, gave a presentation and brought
Benedictine University

t-

shirts for the students. Having a long standing relationship with the university for both Joyce
and her students has influenced their participation in the museum. When I asked how she used
the museum, Joyce spoke about her personal connection to the university and how she has tried
to get her own students interested in Benedictine University. The value she sees in the museum
is very much tied to her personal experiences as a student at Benedictine University. Joyce
associates the success in a field trip to the museum as part of her relationship with the University.
This is important because like other internal stakeholders, Joyce sees how the museum can be
used as a marketing piece for potential future Benedictine University students.
Joyce: “Anytime we have a big test or MAP testing we wear our Benedictine shirts”.
Joyce: “The kids really like it that there is a college that is sponsoring them, that’s behind
them, that supports them so it makes the transition of being a young student to being a
college student a little less of a gap, it’s kind of nice for them to see that the reason for them
being here, because it’s going to mean something further down the road.”
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Rachel: Can you talk a little bit about your field trip experience to the museum?
Joyce: “The kids loved it when we went (to the museum), they call it ‘our college’ and we
all wore our (Benedictine University) shirts so they took a lot of pride in thinking they could
go to school here. They found out they can go there (the museum) with their families, they
like having that resource, it’s a good resource for them.”

Informant Two. Sharon, a Benedictine University Science Department Faculty Member,
sees the museum as a marketing and outreach tool for the department and university. According
to Sharon, the value of the museum is measured in what it provides for the university and
department. The impact on community outreach and marketing for the University is another
example of factors that are considered a success for the museum but are not easily measurable
with traditional museum metrics.
Sharon: “I think the biodiversity aspect in the history of the University and the
department is illustrated there. I think as an outreach to the community that’s a huge tool
for the University. There’s probably no other thing that we do in the College of Science t
hat impacts as many community members as the Jurica Suchy Museum.”

Discussion of Theme 2

As evidenced from these interview excerpts, the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum’s success
is being considered within the newer framework of success discussed by Anderson (2004) like
quality of experience, institutional reputation and fulfillment of educational mandate. Success for
the museum is associated with its ability to contribute to university student enrollment and
retention, student engagement and professional development, and awareness of environmental
stewardship and conservation. This theme was also evident in participant observation data. The
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Museum’s prominent physical place on campus, and its visibility and accessibility for anyone in
the Science building lends to the idea that the Museum contributes to the University and
Department’s reputation. Also, as evidenced in my participant observations at the Board
meetings, ideas and initiatives that related to legitimizing museum value for the university was
frequently discussed. The Staff and Board frequently discussed Museum’s presence at campus
wide events, a need to collect data to reflect their impact on the outside community, and
enhancing the reputation of the Museum and the “good will” of the university. Falk and Dierking
(2013) in The Museum Experience Revisited, write that museums today will have to be
strategically connected and their measure of success will be based on how well they support not
only the growth of the community but their own staff, volunteers and student workers (2013:
306). The skills and knowledge the student workers have achieved through their time working as
docents, tour guides and researchers builds on Jurica Suchy Nature Museum’s connection to the
Science Department and increases their value to the university. Although these elements are not
easily quantifiable and illustrated to constituents, it is especially valuable for the museum
because it provides a unique niche and gives the museum a new role and purpose as an academic
museum. This is consistent with Lyndel King’s (2001) discussion of the new roles for university
museums in having dual responsibilities to both students and faculty; students want new high
production value and flashy exhibits while faculty members want research opportunities. He
points out that student visitors are the most difficult to cultivate so university museums must be
creative in finding ways to bring them in. University museums are now tasked with making
museum exhibits and programs that matter to students. They must also be a place where students
can hone their research skills, gain real life experience in helping to provide programs to the
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public, and develop life-long passions (King, 2001). Kings goes on to say, “if not in a university
museum, where else will museums find new audiences” (2001:30)?

Theme 3: Jurica Suchy Nature Museum as Resource for Educators

Traditionally, the university museum’s public education role was defined by their
collection and related research. The university museum also serves as a link between the campus
and the community (King, 2001). Today, museums are adopting a new visitor centered approach
by finding out what people want to learn and presenting information in a way external
stakeholders want to learn it (Kelly, 2001). In the last couple of decades, the university museum
has moved from a mission based on protecting its collection and creating knowledge based on
what museum workers think the visitors should learn, to focusing audience experience and what
visitors wants to see (King, 2001). All stakeholders in this project recognized that Jurica Suchy
Nature Museum has an extensive and successful museum-school partnership program. The
Museum Staff and Board discussed upcoming events, programs and the progressive growth of
the Discovery Boxes at monthly Board meetings, as well as museum Staff sharing insights on
visitor reaction from recent programs, tours and events. The success of the museum’s public
education, field trips, and Discovery Box programs illustrate that they are being utilized as a
resource for science education and by early education teachers. This success was also evidenced
in the increasing participants numbers recorded in the Annual Report: Impact Statement 20122013 prepared by the Museum Staff.
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Group One: Internal Stakeholders

Informant One. As the Education Coordinator, Lynn perceives success for the museum
based on her understanding of pressures faced by external stakeholders. Lynn also understands
the financial constraints faced by educators who want to supplement their lessons with field trips
or the museum’s Discovery Box program.
Rachel: What do you see as a strength of the museum?
Lynn: “I have to say that the fact that it is free is a huge strength because we are able to be
given money by our donors and be funded through the University and give all these services
at no cost, it is really nice.”

Group Two: External Stakeholders

Informant One. Joyce is a 4th grade teacher in general education at an elementary school
in Bolingbrook, Illinois. During our interview, Joyce talked about taking her students to the
museum for a field trip. She points to the fact that many students do not have access to wild
animals and the museum helps to substitute that experience. To Joyce, success for the museum
means being able to meet specific needs of both students and teachers in many different
disciplines.
Joyce: “It (the museum field trip) was very nice, it went along with our common core
standards that we had for biomes, reading and comprehension and using academic
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vocabulary in their writing…they (students) had to write a summary and then they had to fill
out the questionnaire. Before the fieldtrip, the museum and I corresponded via email and
phone about what we needed and they (museum staff) created a worksheet for the
students…they were great about, like, what do you need from us?”
Joyce: “I think it (the museum) helps because it brings a book to life because a lot of kids
don’t get to see specific animals they have in the museum. You can actually see the lion in
the grasslands, you know, they (the museum) have the biomes of being in a forest or prairie,
so when they (the students) are reading about those habitats in school, they have some
background knowledge, they can use their schema to know what types of animals they are
supposed to be thinking about, why they live there, and how they have adapted so that what
was good for them when they saw it at the museum.”

Informant Two. Karen is a kindergarten teacher at a Montessori school in Lisle, Illinois.
Karen has been using the museum’s resources in various capacities for the last decade. During
our interview, she talks about how she uses the museum’s Discovery Boxes to supplement her
lesson plans. She emphasizes the importance of having a tactile learning experience for her
students. Karen perceives success at the museum as being able to give students a learning
experience that she would not be able to provide on her own.
Rachel: How do you utilize the museum’s resources?
Karen: “I use the (discovery) boxes because I am a Montessori teacher and the way that we
teach these children is hands-on and that’s what I love about the discovery boxes because
my kids can feel the pelts of a fox, for example. So it’s those kinds of experiences that the
discovery boxes provide that can really give my kids a real concrete idea of nature. And
that’s what we want. And the kids love that stuff.”
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Informant Three. Sharon, who is a faculty member in the Department of Science at
Benedictine University talks about the importance of the museum in teaching biodiversity. She
would like to use specimens that are not on display but in the museum’s collection storage to
engage students in lessons where she uses a microscope to teach. This interview is important
because it discusses a way in which the museum can be used in a secondary education classroom.
Sharon discusses the external pressures of the science community and the museum in interacting
with the general public and sharing scientific knowledge.
Rachel: What do you see as a strength of the museum?
Sharon: “The representation of the biodiversity is a huge strength and really important in
teaching biology. Sometimes biology in modern day gets whittled down to DNA but most of
us who came to biology came to it by being interested in the outside world and this whole
biodiversity thing. The museum brings us back to that and also helps urban students who
may have not had that same kind of ‘dig in the dirt’ experience. And more and more in
science, there’s a call for scientists to be interacting with the general public and sharing the
knowledge with the general public and this (the museum) ties in that way that is really
awesome.”

Discussion of Theme 3

When external stakeholders talked about the strengths and weaknesses of museum
resources, they perceive success as visitor centered, engaging with them on a personal level and
meeting their needs based on external pressures they themselves feel, which are predominantly
financial constraints. The Discovery Box program, for example, relates to ‘new’ museology
theories of increasing accessibility to museum resources, institutions striving to align with school
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curriculum standards and creating museum-school partnerships. These interviews are important
because the museum’s Discovery Box Program highlights the museum’s success in being visitor
centered and being a useful resource for science educators. In addition, the museum is providing
support to the Science Department, not in the traditional sense of supplementing their
curriculum, but by acting as ambassadors for the department in the public eye. Lastly, Falk and
Dierking (2013) point out that a successful museum is increasingly committed to addressing
pressing educational, environmental and social issues. This relates to the Museum’s support of
the local educators and students in Lisle. Success for the Museum was associated with how well
the museum aligned their tours and programs with Illinois curriculum standards. The Museum
also creates tours, programs and Discovery Boxes on the idea of environmental stewardship and
human impact on the earth’s natural systems. The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is creating
programs that reengaged children with nature.

Theme Four: Operational Success at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum

Universities can no longer rest on the old notion that education is simply beneficial to the
common good. Instead it must find ways to evaluate operations, justify constituent investments,
and prove they have the expertise to resourcefully use all the funds they receive. When
universities are forced to do assessments, university museums are often evaluated and questions
are raised about whether the museum is at the center of the university’s mission (Kelly, 2001).
The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is no different and the executive staff is charged with writing
annual impact statements as part of their annual reports (Tumminello, Karly and Laura Ewart,
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2013). As evidenced in the Museum’s 2013 Impact Statement and in participant observation,
operational issues where a constant conversation. Topics of conversations included status of
collections, repairs on specimens damaged in a flood, fundraising for collections care, and
cataloging and inventory student worker projects. The following data is important because
participants discuss one of the major tenets of the museum’s foundational statements, the ability
to care for the museum’s collection. Internal stakeholders associate success with their ability to
properly take care of and store their collection. External stakeholders see success for the museum
in their ability to make the museum’s collection storage more accessible. Weaknesses discussed
below are all associated with pressures related to museum funding, mismanagement of the
museum’s collection storage, and the inability to meet the collection needs of the museum’s
external stakeholders.

Group One: Internal Stakeholders

Informant One. When I perform a SWOT analysis with student worker Kevin, he
mentions the museum’s collection storage as a weakness for the museum. He also points to the
lack of funds as a reason for this problem.
Rachel: Do you see any weaknesses in the museum?
Kevin: “A lot of the stuff is really old so it’s kind of deteriorating a little bit but that costs
money that I know, but that would be something.”
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Informant Two. The following is from an interview with one of the museum’s executive
staff, Cassie. I spoke with Cassie about her role and responsibilities as the museum’s Curator.
Our conversation quickly became focused on the weaknesses of preservation and storage of the
museum’s collection. She explains that this has been an ongoing problem and perceives that this
weakness will not be resolved any time soon due to financial pressures.
Rachel: Can you talk a little bit about what your job is here at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum?
Cassie: “…my main responsibilities are to the museum collection…I completely skipped
that, I was like I know there was a main thing that I didn’t mention and that’s been my
perspective right now because the stuff downstairs (collection storage) is such a big
undertaking so we’ve kind of just put it on the back burner for now. We are re-doing the
entire inventory in the gallery so what’s out, which is basically the visible storage. The way
everything is set up. The collection down in the basement is poorly stored. It leaves a lot of
attention and a lot of work and I just don’t have the manpower to do that right now.”
Rachel: Can you talk a little bit more about the current conditions in collection storage?
Cassie: “Our collection goes back to the mid-1800s so a lot of the scientific names that were
used have changed so it needs updating if nothing else, that kind of thing that lies way
beyond my expertise so that is a whole project in itself and the actual storage system, I
mean, most of the shelves don’t have lining and are in non-archival boxes, frankly they are
in Tupperware. Some things are in old peanut jars. It’s pretty fun to go down there and be
like, “Father Ted, why did you do that?” But the Jurica Brothers were just as bad.
Rachel: What would be a solution to this problem?
Cassie: “What we really need is a Collections Manager position. I don’t know how realistic
that is especially with the economy right now so were not really asking for it right now. I’m
hoping that perhaps down the line, like years down the line, this is a long-term goal, did
some sort of grant to have a temporary position that would start the project and then maybe
the University would see it as valuable and would continue it.
Rachel: Do you see any particular threats for the museum?
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Cassie: “There is no guaranteed operational budget for the museum from year to year. It is
difficult for the museum to plan long range projects that need docent help when the museum
does not know if they will have that support the following years.”

Informant Three. Like Cassie, Lynn, the museum’s Education Coordinator associates the
museum’s success with the condition of their collection storage. She also believes that there is a
major weakness in the museum space because it is all permanent. This interview is important
because she expresses her thoughts about external pressures from the community to have new
exhibits to keep visitors coming to the museum and her inability to meet stakeholders’ needs
because of the inaccessibility of the collection storage.
Rachel: Do you see any weaknesses in the museum?
Lynn: “I think our weaknesses are in the collection where it is also one of our strengths,
because it’s so diverse and it’s huge and so much of it is in the basement. And I don’t know
what’s in there so when someone emails me about something they want; I have really no
way of finding it. It’s not organized but we’re working on it. It’s a huge, huge project.”
Lynn: “I think since it is a permanent exhibit museum, that’s also a bit of a weakness for the
Museum. You need something to pull people in. If you already been to the Museum, how
many times can you go? I think we should have like two new exhibits every year that go into
that case; something that is new so that we can advertise.”
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Group Two: External Stakeholders

Informant One. Karen is a kindergarten teacher at a Montessori school in Lisle, Illinois.
Karen has been using the museum’s resources in various capacities for the last decade. Karen
discusses her experiences with the discovery box program at the museum. When asked if she
found any weaknesses in the museum’s operations, she points to resource availability as a
weakness. She also believes the museum has little power over it. For example, she mentions the
university’s poor parking and the lack of funding available for the JSNM as reasons for the
weaknesses she sees in the museum’s Discovery Box Program. She seems to make the
connection between funding for large cultural institutions like the Field Museum versus funding
for smaller museums, like the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, as a broader external issue. Karen
goes on to tell me that she also participates in a Discovery Box Program at the Field Museum.
She comments that because the Field Museum has created more than one version of each of
their discovery boxes, problems related to not being able to reserve certain boxes or not being
able to pick up your reserved box on time is not an issue there.
Rachel: Do you see any weakness of the museum in your experience?
Karen: “The only weakness I see, and I think it’s just a part all universities is the size of the
facility, there is only one of each (discovery) box so if a box has been reserved or has not
been brought back at the right time, you’re out of luck. There is nothing that the directors
can do; you just really have to wait until they are not on reserve. So I would say that that is
one problem that they have. The other one is parking. The parking is awful for us. So often
times, my assistant and I go in the same car and I jump out and she kind of just does the
circle around the parking lot because we are doing this during the day before 3 o’clock so
usually the parking lot is packed.”
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Karen: “So as far as I’m concerned their main competition, with me, is the Field Museum.”

Discussion of Theme 4

Internal stakeholders see the condition of museum’s collection as a major weakness for
the museum and an ongoing issue without a realistic solution in sight. Cassie’s response to my
question, “what would be a solution to this problem (the museum’s collection as a major
weakness)?” is interesting because she seems to be certain that the University is not going to
fund an improvement project for the storage collection. She instead, envisions the museum
being awarded a grant for a temporary Collections Manager position in the hopes the University
will see value in the project and invest in it permanently. Also interesting to discuss is the
Museum Education Coordinator’s perception of another weakness in the museum, the permanent
exhibit space. Lynn sees the lack of temporary exhibit space as a drawback for gaining new
audiences and repeat visitors. These comments relate to Maxwell Anderson’s (2004) discussion
of the pressure felt by museums to measure their success through well-preserved collections,
block buster exhibits and high attendance numbers. This also relates directly to Anderson’s
emphasis on scope and quality of collection as an indicator of success.
External perceptions further illustrate the connection between the museum’s success and
the impact of financial pressures. External stakeholders within the Science Department associate
success for the museum with the educator’s ability to use the objects in the museum’s collection
storage for research. External educators outside the University also mentioned the availability of
the museum’s educational collection as a success indicator.
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These interviews illustrate the impact of financial pressures on today’s museums,
particularly university museums and a trend for museums to the move out of their Departments
to find new audiences and funding. This data demonstrates the Museum Staff’s struggle to strike
a balance between newer visitor centered initiatives that have proven to be successful,
predominantly outside the university, and object centered initiatives that they feel they do not
have the resources to undertake. Operational success for the museum means finding new,
creative ways to legitimize role and purpose to ensure continued funding.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to allow the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum Staff and Board
to see the museum through various internal and external points of view so they may gain better
insight for future initiatives. The Museum has been through many changes within the last couple
of years and an environment assessment was carried out to gain a better understanding of the
museum’s identity through the eyes of the community it has served for almost fifty years. As the
researcher, I collected perceptions and opinions from people associated with the museum.
Participants divulged information about how they were associated with the museum, how he or
she utilized the museum, and their opinions and perceptions of these experiences. Themes that
arouse across my data set became the Museum’s success indicators. Data collected revealed
participants’ shared ideas of how success at the Museum should be measured. Through my data
collection and analysis I found that when asking participants about their experiences with the
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Museum and their opinions about the strengths and weaknesses of the museum, indicators of the
Museum’s success were predominantly based on how well the museum met the needs of that
particular participant. Success for the museum was not unanimously defined by any stakeholders
but was contextualized into broader pressures felt by each participant and university museums as
a whole. The four major themes illuminated as key indicators of success for the Jurica Suchy
Nature Museum were science teaching agendas, value and impact, resources accessibility for
teachers, and operational priorities. Analyzing these four themes across different stakeholder
groups allowed for links to be drawn between how the Museum’s strengths and weaknesses are
conceptualized by those invested in the museum, how these perceptions can be used to identify
and measure success indicators, and how success indicators relate to university museum role and
purpose in the 21st century.
The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, like many academic museums, is an example of an
institution born out of a teaching collection. This museum’s objects and specimens were
collected by faculty members in the Science Department and aided in lectures. Data collected
showed that science teaching agenda and curriculum offered in the Science Department has
changed focus and as a result, the Museum’s collection has become less relevant and is used less
often by the Departmental faculty and students. In response, the long held mission of continuing
to grow and care for a vast collection to supplement the Department’s curriculum began to be
replaced with an emphasis on more visitor centered initiatives and creating elementary level
driven programming. In the eyes of stakeholders, the traditional role of supporting departmental
curriculum is not an indicator of success for the Museum. Because the Museum cannot rely on
the Department as the sole funding or visitor source, the Museum has made strides to adapt from
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a traditional object centered focus to a new visitor centered focus. The Museum is turning
outward, and according to stakeholder opinion and educational program and audience reports,
has found success in being an educational resource for other disciplines on campus and
elementary school teachers.
Teaching agendas within academia play a huge role in university museum missions and
operations. The success of a university museum is strongly associated with how well they are
meeting the needs of the university they serve. For university museums, being able to generate
exhibits and programs that align with schools’ curriculum standards has become essential as
museums increasingly become advocates and symbols of social service and education. Similarly,
as external and internal pressures impact long held university-department relations, many
university museums have looked to other academic disciplines and audiences to create new and
more sustainable relationships. Success for the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is not associated
with its ability to align with the Science Department but rather satisfying the needs of those who
find application for its strengths.
Both internal and external stakeholders discussed Jurica Suchy Nature Museum’s value
and impact as indicators of success. The Museum was perceived as successful in providing a
supportive role in community public relations for the University and Science Department.
Success indicators within this theme included increased student enrollment and retention and
opportunities for student professional development. Traditionally, museum indicators of success
have been measured within very narrow and easily quantifiable categories. According to
Maxwell Anderson (2004, 5), the three major tangible indicators of success which have
dominated evaluation in museums have been exhibition, visitor and membership numbers. As
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university museums become more financially and ideologically independent from their
respective departments and universities, and continue to create initiatives around new audiences
and new missions, more university museum specific, often intangible metrics, are being
identified and measured to better understand the university museum’s particularly complex role
in their community.
The Museum’s ability to make resources available to educators was a strong indicator of
success within the eyes of the Museum’s stakeholders. The Discovery Box Program and the
Museum’s emphasis on elementary level curriculum in general programming and events is
indicative of the Museum’s transition from object centered to a more visitor centered approach as
discussed by Peter Vergo (1989) in The New Museology, and the need to legitimize community
support and funding through public accessibility, service and education as indicated in the
American Alliance of Museum’s, The Belmont Report (Robbins 1969). Given the 21st century
museum’s ever increasing role in public education, it is no surprise that teachers and museums
are impacted by similar external and internal pressures. Today, both schools and university
museums must continually demonstrate value and public service in order to receive funding. As
a result, many academic museums are looking outside of their respective universities for
alternative sources of funding. Also, as early education curriculum standards become more
stringent to measure student performance through standardized testing, teachers are investing
time in cost learning opportunities like university museums. As university museums continue to
foster these partnerships with schools within their community, there is an increased need to make
resources more accessible to educators; including creating programs and exhibits that are aligned
with state and local curriculum standards in math, science and the arts.
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Success indicators within this project’s data were often illuminated when Museum Staff,
Board Members and Department Faculty discussed the current condition and accessibility of the
Museum’s collection storage. Local educators also spoke about the strengths and weaknesses of
general operations at the museum when explaining their experiences with resource accessibility
at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, and when comparing the Museum to other museums. The
shift from more object centered to visitor centered initiatives have left many university museums
struggling to find a balance between investing in new visitor centered programming initiatives
and utilizing limited funds to focus on collections care. Operational project prioritization has
been strongly impacted by an ideological shift in the priorities of funding agencies like the
Institute of Museum and Library Devices (2013) and University museums’ divergence from their
traditional role as repositories of materials for practical study within their departments.

Application

This study contextualizes the current trends in the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum within
larger issues facing university museums all over the country. This project also demonstrates how
anthropological methods and museums theory can be used to identity museum specific indicators
of success, conceptualize the overall health of institutions internally and externally, and apply
these meaningful insights to facilitate plans of action that are more responsive to a museum’s
own circumstances and their own community. Finally, this project responds to a current question
facing not only the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum but many university museums. Given the
historical changes seen in university museums over the last century and their impact and
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influence on university museum operations, role, and purpose, how do we identify and measure
the most appropriate indicators of success across all university museums? To answer this
question, the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum should be looked at as a case study because it is not
unique in the struggles it faces. Today, university museums across the country are making major
moves to adapt their collections and curriculum to better fit the complexity of their role and
reinvent their purpose both within the university and the larger community.

Recommendations for Measuring Success in University Museums

In The Museum Experience Revisited, museum and education scholars, John H. Falk and
Lynn D Dierking believe the successful 21st century museum is described with “…words such as
innovative, community relevant, responsiveness and flexibility” (2013: 297). The museums can
no longer be static in their role or practice and must have the skills, resources and foresight to
change and adapt to community need and environmental change. Together with this projects
methodological and theoretical approach, I recommend five of Anderson’s metrics of success for
university museums and propose an alteration to Anderson’s ‘contributions to scholarship’. This
new metric should measure the Museum’s relationship and alignment with the University
mission and therefore should be referred to as ‘contributions to parent institution’. Evidenced by
my study of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum, I suggest the following metrics to be utilized to
gain a better understanding of the overall health of a university museum:





Quality of experience
Fulfillment of educational mandate
Institutional reputation
Standards of governance
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Scope and quality of collection
Contributions to parent institution
These six elements best measure the success indicators identified from participant

experience and perception and therefore, encapsulate some of the most essential aspects of the
university museum identity and its relationship with it community both on and off campus.
Utilizing these metrics, a university museum can more accurately illustrate its fulfillment of its
own mission and recommitment to university. These metrics of success, especially
‘contributions to parent institutions’, also highlight the university museum’s more contemporary,
dual role to community and university and allow the university museum to gauge its success not
solely on its traditional role of being directly aligned with its associated department agenda but
takes into consideration what university museums are providing across disciplines and illustrates
its value as an educational resource for non campus visitors and academics. These metrics of
success also allow for evaluation in terms of improving the university’s reputation, contributing
to the university’s educational mission, and the fulfillment of educational mandate through
student professional development. These metrics of success are especially appropriate to
university museum because they emphasize the importance of listening to one’s audience and
aligning content with audience need and desire while also upholding the integrity of best
practices in museums as a profession and as a resource of education. Exhibit content and
programming must reflect a commitment to high academic standards as well those set out under
the principles and practices of visitor engagement and museum education. Similar to how
university departments are charged with upholding the mission of the university and the
foundational tenets and integrity of the discipline itself, so do university museums. These metrics
also allow a university museum to measure how well they support themselves, both ideologically
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and financially, and market themselves to their parent institution as a valuable resource that
faculty should utilize. ‘Standards of governance’ as a metric of success for university museums
should take into consideration how well the Museum’s Advisory Board for example, is
prioritizing museum goals, first and foremost as a member of the Board, and are invested in
creating agendas for the Museum based not solely on their own motivations, but on the
Museum’s best interests. This particular metric also enables the museum to evaluate the activities
and responsibilities of their governance and ensure cohesive alignment of university, community
and museum missions. Finally, these metrics of success are applicable to university museums as
well because, like participant experience, they allow for subjectivity and is both internally and
externally created and driven.
Success for university museums is not static or easily quantified but is complex,
subjective and contextual. The role and purpose of university museums is always changing and
is directly impacted by internal and external pressures. Being a successful museum means
contributing to a more successful community. University museums must continue to find ways
to represent their collections that are both informative and reflective of the diversity of their
audience. They need a network of partners committed to creating opportunities for open
dialogue and self reflection. The successful university museum seeks out these methods of self
reflection by blurring the lines of external stakeholders versus internal stakeholders, by bringing
their audience inside and taking the museum outside and in so doing discovers its unique purpose
and connection to its community. The successful university museum defines its mission through
the sustainable connections it makes with its community and by constantly striving for the best
version of itself. Success at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is not and should not be based on
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static and rudimentary metrics of success but on its ability to listen and connect to its
community.

Actionable Results and Researcher Recommendations

Under the principles of museum strategic planning, data collected during interviews was
compiled into topic lists and subdivided by participants’ opinions on the Museum’s strength
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. All identifying markers were omitted from this data. As
part of my participatory action research approach, a summary document of results was then
shared with the Museum Board and Staff during a monthly Board meeting. The purpose of this
exercise was to inform the Staff and Board of the different perspectives, opinions and
experiences of the Museum’s stakeholders and generate dialogue between the executive Staff
and Advisory Board. This analysis was then used by the Museum Staff and Board to brainstorm
on specific plans of action to enhance institution-wide success. The Museum Staff and Board
agreed on eight plans of action:








The Board will send this project’s data summary document to the faculty and staff in the
Science Department
This project’s data summary document will be used as a resource for writing a space
allocation proposal for the Museum’s collection storage
The Museum Staff plans to add genetics and molecular science elements to programming
to encourage increased use by Science Department professors
The Museum Staff will create Discovery Boxes that cover topics aligned with middle
school science curriculum
The Museum Staff will begin an intern project geared toward middle school students
The Museum Staff and Board Members will work together to create a partnership with
Benet Academy High School
The Museum Staff and Board will assess the steps in applying for funding to improve
conditions within the collection storage
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The Museum Staff and Board will arrange for a tour of the museum to be part of the
Science Department’s new faculty orientation agenda
As an anthropologist and the researcher for this project, I have my own reactions and

recommendations for points of action to increase the Museum’s success. Based on my own
archival research and participant observations, I believe the Museum has made powerful strides
to improve and market the resources they offer. I also believe they have an Advisory Board and
Staff that collaborates well and listens to the needs and desires of all stakeholders invested in the
museum. The fact that the Staff and Board requested this assessment of their operations is an
indication that they understand the importance of evaluation and the need for flexibility and
sustainability in today’s museums. The reactions and actionable plans the Museum and Board
shared during my assessment presentation shows that they listened to participant perceptions and
desires and are going to take action to create initiatives that realign them with one of their most
valuable audiences, the Science Department’s faculty and student body. I believe all of the plans
of action listed above are realistic, responsive and attainable, and most importantly, align with
their current mission. My strongest recommendation for the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is to
assess their financial capability, collection plan, and potential funding resources to ensure the
continuing preservation and storage of their vast collection. The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum is
unique in that its collection holds an amazing breath of specimens which should be protected into
perpetuity and accessed for potential faculty and student research application. I would
recommend the Museum take steps to secure funding, whether from the university or an outside
funding agency, to protect and utilize this remarkable collection.
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Limitations of My Study and Recommendations for Further Research

The length of time for data collection was a major limitation of my study. Due to time
constraints, I was not able to collect data that reflects how the points of action created by the
Museum staff and Board were actually executed or reassessed. In the future, I would like to
reassess the museum’s operations to see if the critical issues identified in my study were
resolved. If this project was continued, I would also recommend utilizing focus group interviews.
Allowing stakeholders groups like educators or visitors, to interact and converse could have
elicited interesting correlations related to stakeholder association on multiple levels and allowed
for more stakeholder specific perspectives. For further research, I also recommend performing
individual interviews with the Dean of the College and/or other administrative bodies outside of
the Science Department and Museum. This would be beneficial in getting a top down perspective
of the museum. Lastly, I would like to test my methods and theoretical approach on other
University Museums to further hone in on university museum specific metrics for success.
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Researcher’s Name: Rachel Drochter, M.A. Candidate, Department of Anthropology, Northern
Illinois University, My email is rdrochter@niu.edu. My phone number is 314.307.5757.
Project Title: Strategic Planning at the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum
My purpose in this project will be to contribute to the development of a cultural
assessment and planning model that can be used by museums to optimize their unique
contributions to society in light of changing internal and external cultural factors
affecting their success. This project will show how museums can use anthropological
methods and participatory action research to understand how cultural change effects
success. Insight generated from this approach will help to identify potential problems
hampering the museum's mission in order to create viable and realistic change to increase
success within their community.
The participants of this research will be asked to complete an approximately 30 minute, audio
recorded interview where they will be asked questions concerning their involvement, experiences
and perceptions of the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum. This process will be an open and
interpretive experience for all participants and information given through this interview will be
an invaluable asset to a successful strategic planning process.
The faculty/staff sponsor that is available to answer any questions regarding your participation is
Dr. Kendall Thu, Chair, Department of Anthropology at Northern Illinois University. His email
is kthu@niu.edu. Dr. Thu’s phone number is 815.753.0479. You can also contact the office of
Research Compliance and Integrity for Northern Illinois University by calling 815.753.8588.
The data collected during this interview will be used towards the completion of my graduate
thesis. Data collected during these interviews will be combined into topic lists and any
identifiers that link an individual to his/her answers will be removed. This data will be used by
staff and board members to generate ideas and points of action for the Jurica Suchy Nature
Museum. Findings of this research project will be presented in an oral thesis defense and a
graduate thesis.
I (the participant) herby give my consent to participate in this research study. I understand that:
 I must be at least 18 years old to participate in this study.
 My participation is entirely voluntary, and I may terminate my participation at any time
prior to the completion of the study without penalty.
 Any information I may give during my participation may be AUDIO RECORDED and
will be employed for research only.
 Any information I may give will be kept anonymous and physically secure.
 Any identifying information I provide will be kept under pseudonyms with the master list
stored in an alternate location
Signature of Participant:
Date:
Signature of Investigator:
Date:
I give permission for my interview to be audio recorded
Signature of Participant:

Date:
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Semi Structured Interview Questions: Staff, Board Members, and Museum Workers
How have you been involved with the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum? For how long have you
been involved?
Can you describe the training process that you went through for this position?
As a (insert position), what do you think is your biggest contribution to the museum?
What do you think are some strengths of this museum?
Do you see opportunities for the museum to better serve the university and/or community? If so,
explain.
Do you foresee any risks to the museum?
What do you envision as a successful museum? What could be done to be more successful?
Can you identify the museum mission and stakeholders?
Semi Structured Interview Questions: Educators
In what capacity are you involved with/do you utilize the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum? How
long?
What do you think are some strengths of this museum?
What do you think are some weaknesses of this museum?
Do you see opportunities for the museum to better serve the university and/or community? If so,
explain.
What are some of the challenges facing you as an educator?
Do you believe that the museum is currently meeting all your needs as an educator? In what
capacity?

Semi Structured Interview Questions: Visitors
In what capacity do you visit the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum?
How often? How many times have you visited the museum?
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Who are you with when you come to the museum?
How would you rate the museum’s physical accessibility? Visibility? Finding parking? Open
hours?
How would you rate your overall experience of the museum?
What do you think are some strengths of this museum?
What do you think are some weaknesses of this museum?
Do you see opportunities for the museum to better serve the university and/or community? If so,
explain.
What is your general impression of the museum staff?
Semi Structured Interview Questions: Donors
How have you been involved with the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum? For how long have you
been involved?
Why have you/do you donate money to the museum?
How often do you visit the museum? Go to museum related events?
Do you feel like your contributions to the museum are appreciated? Please explain
Do you feel like your contributions have been put to good use? Please explain
What do you think are some strengths of this museum?
What do you think are some weaknesses of this museum?
Do you see opportunities for the museum to better serve the university and/or community? If so,
explain.
Can you identify the museum mission and stakeholders?

Semi Structured Interview Questions: BU Students
What is your current academic level?
What is your major/specialization?
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What do you know about the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum?
Have you ever been into the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum?
If no, why not?
Have you ever seen the museum represented at a university event?
Have your teachers told you about the museum and its resources for students?
If you have visited the museum….
In what capacity do you visit the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum?
How often? How many times have you visited the museum?
Who are you with when you come to the museum?
How would you rate the museum’s physical accessibility? Visibility? Finding parking? Open
hours?
How would you rate your overall experience of the museum?
What do you think are some strengths of this museum?
What do you think are some weaknesses of this museum?
What is your general impression of the museum staff?
Do you see opportunities for the museum to better serve the university? If so, explain.
Do you believe that the museum is currently meeting all your needs as a student? In what
capacity?

APPENDIX C

ASSESSMENT FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
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Mission: The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum strives to provide an educational environment in the
Benedictine tradition that inspires all people to seek a deeper understanding and appreciation of
the world’s natural and cultural diversity through engaging exhibits, educational programs, and
the preservation of its collections.
Vision: The Jurica Suchy Nature Museum aspires to be the premier small natural history
museum of the Midwest. The museum will center on excellently curated specimens,
informational dioramas and exhibits, and the integration of educational interactive components.
The museum will develop a leading education and outreach program centered on zoology,
botany, geology, and environmental stewardship.
Goals:
 Welcome all visitors in the Benedictine tradition of hospitality
 Encourage science inquiry by university students and the scientific community using the
museum collections
 Enhance life science education in the university community by creative dioramas,
displays, and activities
 Encourage greater appreciation of awareness of the environment and of our need to be
responsible stewards of the Earth
 Promote science education in the local community through outreach programs using
museum artifacts and university students
Jurica Suchy Nature Museum SWOT Analysis
Project Goals
 Perform a SWOT Analysis to assess internal and external factors affecting museum
operations and institutional success
 Access internal and external stakeholder opinions and perceptions about participant
experience with the Jurica Suchy Nature Museum
 Answer the questions: Is the JSNM fulfilling its mission?
My Data Collection Process
 Data was collected over the Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 Semester
 Interviews with 18 participants. Participants fell under the following categories in relation
to how they are acquainted with the museum (i.e. BU science department staff, museum
board members, museum staff, museum student workers/docents, external educators in
local area)
 24 visitor evaluations from two programs
 Participant observation by researcher in museum space
 Researcher’s board meeting notes
Findings and Data Analysis
 Points are broken in to topics lists/departments within the museum by the researcher
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All participant names and how they are involved with the museum has been omitted to
keep their identities anonymous.
Perspectives and opinions about the strengths, weaknesses of the museum and its
operations
Suggestions mentioned below were provided by participants
Points will be elaborated on during this board meeting by researcher

Questions for the Board/Points for Brainstorming
 What have you taken away from this feedback?
 Do you think the museum is fulfilling its mission successfully?
 If yes or no, what points of action can be taken to be more successful?
EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING MUSEUM SUCCESS
I.
BU Science Department Trends
 High school science teaching agendas are changing from exploratory/naturalistic
science to cellular and molecular
 Students drawn to BU Science Department because they are interested in pre-med
and pre-professional programs
 Changing Teaching Agendas: The BU science department is moving to more
“small” biology based curriculum (i.e. human disease research, molecular, DNA).
Question to think about: How does the department’s mission/vision compare to
the museum’s mission/vision and how is this affecting the museum’s use by the
science department?
II.
BU Science Department and the Museum
Strengths
 Class tours for introduction biology classes are beneficial as introduction to
museum and supplement material for projects/assignments
 museum can supplement for classes without a lab component
 museum is easy to access by BU professors
 use for Ben U. students for independent research projects
Weaknesses
 Adjunct professors who teach non-major courses, general education courses (i.e.
biology and film, geology, etc.) may not be getting exposure to museum because
their offices are on 1st floor of Birck Hall and these classes are not always taught
in Birck Hall
 Molecular biology and genetics are not represented in museum displays
III.
External Stakeholders and the Museum
 Reoccurring theme of nostalgia and appreciation for the museum and the
university by many people outside museum staff (museum board, BU educators,
student workers, public school educators).
 Reoccurring theme in educator participant group: Reason given for using museum
resources was because of a long term relationships with BU and/or museum as
alumni or parents of alumni.
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IV.

V.

Museum is used as a face for the university (publicity or sales point for
university)
 Community outreach from museum programs is a huge benefit and tool for the
university
 museum has a history that is very intimately connected to the history of the
department and the college; it’s a vehicle to show the history of the institution
 Some BU science department professors have become liaisons between their
children’s schools and the museum by bringing specimens and discovery boxes to
their children’s teachers
Question to think about: How could the museum use this to their advantage? Does this
have an indirect influence on student enrollment and retention (intangible value)?
General Points: The Museum and Exhibit Space
Strengths
 Free admission
 Quality and diversity of specimens
 Seeing ‘real’ animals without having to go to the zoo
 Being in very close proximity to animals causes an emotional reaction (compared
with Field Museum dioramas)
 Nature sounds that play in exhibit space gives full sensory experience
 Great location and easy to get to
 Beneficial to student workers/docents/interns because they can gain skills and
knowledge for academic and professional career
 used by non science students
 availability of animal skeletal material and
 able to view examples of animals’ habitats
 exhibits are easily viewable; easy to read text
 learning circle gives the students the ability to have conversations
 gives a sense of independent exploration
Weaknesses
 Space inside the museum is permanent; exhibits do not change
 Little use of exhibits and space by faculty and students
 many specimens in a small space which can be overwhelming as a learning
environment for children
Suggestions
 Exhibits that change more frequently
 Encourage more use by BU students who are studying non-humans (i.e.
environmental studies)
Field Trip/Tours
Strengths
 Free for everyone
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VI.

VII.

Museum staff inquired about educators specific needs and created program to fit
those needs and specifications
scavenger hunts
good indoor nature activity (especially for people who are sensitive to weather
elements and/or have physical restrictions)
extension worksheet that students can take home after field trip
is aligned with science common core standards
Brings what a teacher is trying to teach from a book to life!
tour guides explain subject matter in a way that was appropriate for age group and
knowledge level
beneficial to students who grow up in urban environments and/or low income
families
Weaknesses
Low field trip budgets for public school (in competition with Field Museum)
Suggestions
Break up tour into exhibit sections/limit topics during field trip to specific
sections. Children can be over stimulated with the amount of specimens in exhibit
space

Collection in Storage
Strengths
 Historically significant and diverse collection
 Microscope slides and Jurica charts
Weaknesses
 BU professors do not know what is in the collection or how to access it
 Collection is missing proper documentation and organization
 Some objects are misidentified, not easily accessible and need
repairs/preservation
 Missing documentation for objects
 Collection has been neglected due to money and staff constraints
 Lacks proper storage (i.e. archival boxes)
 Some specimens are dangerous to handle
Suggestions
 Utilize objects from storage as educational objects for BU sciences classes
 Make objects more accessible in the storage to be used for research by professors
and their students (i.e. using the collection to do DNA testing or molecular level
research)
 Hire a Collections Manager
Discovery Boxes
Strengths
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Museum staff is accommodating, easy to work with and helps find materials/ideas
for teachers
Email reservation process is easy and time efficient
Materials are used as supplementary materials to go with teachers’ lessons plans
Enjoy having access to taxidermy animals, footprints, etc. as visual and tactile
Specimens help children to understand how physical characteristics are linked to
animals’ behaviors
Help children to understand nature’s diversity and conservation
Free service (compared to Field Museum who requires payment)
Teachers able to obtain items for class quickly
Created within the Illinois Standards for Curriculum
Native American Stone Tool Discovery Box
large collection of birds
boxes can be used for various age groups (preschool, kindergarten, elementary,
middle school, seniors)
objects can be used for multiple subjects (i.e. measuring deer antlers or footprints
as a lesson in mathematics or writing stories or reflection papers about the
animals)
helps stimulate the minds of older learners and seniors
appreciate student workers when they help to carry discovery boxes during pickup
and drop-off
Weaknesses
Teachers have to reserve early or the box may already be reserved
A person can miss out on a box because the person who rented it before returned
it late
Some of the discovery boxes are incomplete, need to be updated, and specimens
are in poor condition
High competition with the Field Museum Discovery Box Loan Program because
Field Museum discovery boxes include human culture elements
Difficulty finding a place to park and transport Discovery boxes during pick-up
and drop-off
Boxes can be too heavy to carry (Select only specific specimens so they do not
have to carry entire discovery box)
Difficulty knowing where to come into the building to find museum
Elevator is not close to museum when transporting boxes
lesson plans and supplementary materials in boxes exclude younger age groups
Suggestions
Require monetary deposits for renting the discovery boxes to ensure all materials
are returned on time and without damage
Cultural boxes that specialize in for example, African drumming, different food
ways, or culture specific games
develop boxes for upper level students
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VIII.

develop new categories for discovery boxes

Benedictine Program Evaluation Results Trends
(Birds and Frogs and Toads Events)
Strengths
 casual atmosphere
 informative, good speaker/presentation
 Enjoy audio of frog calls
Weakness
 Slides on projector during presentation were difficult to read in the back of room
Suggestions
 program on insects, reptiles, nocturnal animals
 Discuss impact of environmental pollution on animals

Questions for the Board/Points for Brainstorming
1. What have you taken away from this feedback?
2. Do you think the museum is fulfilling its mission successfully?
3. If yes or no, what points of action can be taken to be more successful?

